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1 A. The entire agreement. $1.5 million in Nanyah

2 Vegas, 3.36 million to Antonio Nevada, my $2.7 million

3 is invested. The entire agreement is a provision in my

4 opinion.

5 Q. Besides what you're saying now, can you point

6 to any specific provision that says he couldn't

7 transfer?

8 A. Do you want to read the whole agreement?

9 Q. No.

10 A. Okay. Well, then, I haven't read it in a year

11 I said. So I can't point to it right now. It's like 13

12 pages. No, I can't point to it. I think you guys are

13 probably better off reading it in your own offices

14 later, but if you want to read it, we can read it. I'm

15 happy to.

16 Q. At the time of the negotiation of the

17 agreement, was there any discussion about having a

18 provision in there about transfer of interests?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. When was that discussion?

21 A. With Mr. Rogich and Mr. Woloson, that they,

22 they, Mr. Rogich, would retain an interest in Eldorado

23 Hills, LLC, and before any of those interests were sold

24 or conveyed, that they needed to pay us these amounts of

25 money in order to convey those interests away.
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1 Q. And where was this discussion?

2 A. Mr. Woloson and I would speak on the phone

3 frequently when we were drafting this agreement. I

4 mentioned earlier I was in Lake Tahoe for a good portion

5 of that time, and Mr. Rogich and I met in his office

6 frequently.

7 Q. Why wasn't such a provision put in the

8 agreement?

9 A. For a man of Mr. Rogich's experience and

10 business reputation, it was really not conceivable to us

11 at the time that he would actually just give away his

12 interests for free, and we still don't believe he gave

13 it away for free.

14 So you have been in law long enough. I think

15 you've made your own investments. You can't think about

16 seven years in advance and what some guy might get an

17 idea about, a harebrained idea that can lead to all

18 kinds of different consequences later on that you don't

19 think of in 2006 or 2007 or 2008.

20 You do the best that you can. You put

21 together an agreement that you think is fair. You put

22 together an agreement that you think is logical. An

23 attorney participated in it. If that attorney, being

24 Mr. Woloson, had the intention to pull a fast one on the

25 investors, I didn't think that he would do that.
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1 Q. And that's why it wasn't put in?

2 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

3 A. You can include my whole answer. I don't want

4 to repeat my whole answer, but my whole answer, yes, I

5 think that's why it wasn't put in, because we could not

6 conceive that Mr. Rogich would actually walk away from

7 this investment for nothing, just couldn't think about

8 that. We didn't think about that.

9 BY MR. LIONEL:

10 Q. Would you have liked to have had such a

11 provision in the agreement?

12 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

13 A. I would rather have the $4.5 million that my

14 investors and I put in the deal, but otherwise, yes, I

15 would like to have an additional line, and I'd actually

16 like to have it in 15 times preferably because now you

17 and I know that redundancy is better than not having it

18 at all.

19 So I would not only like to have it once, I

20 would like to have it multiple times, but I'd rather

21 have the $4.5 million and all the legal fees that it

22 takes to get there.

23 BY MR. LIONEL:

24 Q. Do you believe Mr. Rogich would have agreed to

25 such a provision?
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1 A. Yes. Mr. Rogich promised that he would pay us

2 all back. So why wouldn't he have agreed to that?

3 Q. Are there any circumstances that would justify

4 his having the right to transfer that without getting

5 any consideration?

6 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form. It calls

7 for a legal conclusion.

8 THE WITNESS: Can you read that question back,

9 please?

10 (Whereupon, the requested portion of the

11 record was read by the reporter.)

12 A. In my opinion, no, absolutely not.

13 BY MR. LIONEL:

14 Q. Suppose the value of the property would be

15 stagnant and it was expensive to maintain the property?

16 A. Absolutely not is the answer. Mr. Rogich,

17 just like you would have had the common courtesy to tell

18 me you weren't going to show up to dinner, would have at

19 least called and said, "Hey, Carlos, Nanyah Vegas and

20 Robert Ray and yourself are owed a bunch of money. I'm

21 thinking about just walking away. I'm thinking about

22 just not going to dinner because my wife has me doing

23 stuff at the house. Are you cool with that? How about

24 you just take it? If you want to go to dinner without

25 me, go to dinner or not. If you want to take my
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1 interest for free, I'll just sign it over to you." That

2 would be common courtesy to at least give us the

3 opportunity.

4 Q. You're arguing with me.

5 MR. LIONEL: I move to strike the answer.

6 A. I'm giving you an answer. I'm giving you an

7 answer, Mr. Lionel. You asked me a question. I was

8 giving you an example and an analogy.

9 BY MR. LIONEL:

10 Q. You were giving me an argument.

11 A. No, I was giving you an example and an analogy

12 of common courtesy. You asked me if there's any

13 circumstance that Mr. Rogich would walk away from this

14 investment because the maintenance was too high or the

15 property had become stagnant.

16 Let's break down the word stagnant now.

17 Stagnant means that it doesn't move, right? Not that it

18 goes down in value. Stagnant means that it doesn't

19 move. That means if an asset is worth $30 million and

20 it remains stagnant, that asset is still worth $30

21 million.

22 Take it to $35 million. Maybe a home builder

23 wants to buy it for $35 million at one point. So it

24 remains stagnant. It didn't go down from $30 million to

25 zero. I would have liked to take it even if he thought
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1 it was worth zero because I don't trust Mr. Rogich's

2 opinion on real estate values as much as I do my own,

3 but stagnant means that it wouldn't have moved down. It

4 didn't move down. I would have liked my interest in a

5 $30 million property, not just a pure walkaway, saying,

6 "Hey, sorry, man, I walked away because it was

7 convenient." So stagnant means it's still worth

8 something.

9 Q. Supposing the property value went down?

10 A. I still would have a decent interest. So it

11 goes down from 30 million to what? Pick a number, 10,

12 15, 22, 23.587. It goes down to some kind of millions.

13 A 160-acre piece of property with an 89,000 square-foot

14 warehouse that TELD himself, Mr. Eliades, paid FDIC $10

15 million for to buy the note I doubt would be worth

16 negative. It definitely is going to be worth something.

17 I'm in business. I'd rather have something

18 instead of nothing. So if it went down in value, I

19 still raise my hand and say I'll take my interests.

20 There's also a functioning gun club on that

21 property that actually should bring in rent. So you're

22 aware of that as well. I think the gun club does pretty

23 well. So it must make some kind of money. Otherwise

24 you wouldn't have the business there for five years, six

25 years. Desert Lake Shooting Club or something.
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1 MR. LIONEL: Would you mark this next exhibit,

2 please.

3 (Exhibit D was marked.)

4 MR. McDONALD: Sam, can I take a quick break

5 to go to the restroom?

6 MR. LIONEL: Sure.

7 (Recess taken.)

8 MR. LIONEL: Back on the record, please.

9 BY MR. LIONEL:

10 Q. I've given you a copy of Exhibit D, which is a

11 bank statement for Nevada State Bank. It shows in the

12 upper right-hand corner it's a statement which covers a

13 period for most of December, December 3rd to December

14 31, 2007. Is that correct?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And this was sent to -- it shows an account of

17 Canamex Nevada, LLC, Carlos Huerta, 3060 East Post Road,

18 Suite 110, Las Vegas. Is that correct?

19 A. Correct.

20 Q. And it shows a deposit under a section called

21 deposits/credits that on 12/6 a million and a half

22 dollars wire/in-200734000332-org Yoav, Y-o-a-v, Harlap,

23 H-a-r-l-a-p, semicolon, OBI, Attention: Melissa Dewin,

24 D-e-w-i-n, 1501200037. Is that correct?

25 A. Yes, sir.
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1 Q. And further down it says Check Number 92;

2 date, 12/10; amount, a million and a half dollars. Is

3 that correct?

4 A. Correct.

5 Q. And that was wired in to Canamex Nevada, care

6 of you, I guess, or something. Is that a fair

7 statement? Wired in -- whose account was this? Was

8 this Camanex account or Carlos Huerta?

9 A. It's Canamex, C-a-n-a-m-e-x, Nevada, LLC. It

10 was wired into that account. It's just the mailing

11 address is me, Carlos Huerta, but the name of the

12 company and the account was under Canamex Nevada, LLC.

13 Q. Thank you.

14 A. You're welcome.

15 Q. Do you know who Melissa Dewin was?

16 A. I believe she is a banker at Nevada State

17 Bank, or was. I don't know if she still works there.

18 Q. Did you give Mr. Harlap instruction to send --

19 wire this money in to her attention?

20 A. Yes. I don't think that that's her whole

21 name, by the way. I think it cuts it off.

22 Q. The name of the account was Canamex Nevada,

23 LLC?

24 A. Yes, sir.

25 Q. And that was an account that you had open,
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1 correct?

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. And you had instructed Mr. Harlap to send the

4 money -- wire the money to that account. Is that

5 correct?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. And when you had testified earlier this month

8 that the million and a half was sent by Mr. Harlap by

9 wire to Nevada State Bank to the account of Eldorado,

10 you were mistaken. Is that correct?

11 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

12 A. I just -- at the time, I don't think that I

13 remembered if it went into Canamex Nevada or to Eldorado

14 Hills, LLC. So I was not sure at the time whether it

15 went into one or the other.

16 You had asked me about that via or through

17 Canamex Nevada, LLC, parentheses, in that agreement, and

18 that kind of jarred my memory about Canamex Nevada. So

19 I just wasn't sure at the time, but $1.5 million did go

20 into Canamex Nevada, and then the $1.5 million was

21 deposited into Eldorado Hills, LLC.

22 BY MR. LIONEL:

23 Q. We talked about the check process, Check

24 Number 92 dated 12/10 for a million and a half dollars,

25 and if you look at the next page, which is Plaintiffs
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1 00120, it has what appears to be the check. Is that

2 correct?

3 A. What are you saying about 00120?

4 MR. McDONALD: There (Indicating).

5 A. Oh, that's the Bates number. I was looking up

6 at the top.

7 BY MR. LIONEL:

8 Q. Sorry.

9 A. I kept looking for that number and couldn't

10 find it. I lost track of what you were saying.

11 Q. Sorry.

12 A. No, it's my fault.

13 Q. But that's a copy of the million and a half

14 check that you drew out of the Canamex Nevada bank

15 account --

16 A. Exactly.

17 Q. -- to Eldorado. Is that correct?

18 A. Yes, sir.

19 Q. So the money was not wired to that account.

20 It was put in that account by your check?

21 A. Correct.

22 MR. LIONEL: The next exhibit is D?

23 THE REPORTER: E.

24 (Exhibit E was marked.)

25 BY MR. LIONEL:
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1 Q. I'm giving you a copy of Exhibit E.

2 A. This is Exhibit E?

3 Q. Yes, that is a statement of the account at

4 Nevada State Bank, and it covers a period of the month

5 of December 2007, correct?

6 A. The Eldorado Hills account?

7 Q. Yes.

8 A. It's the Eldorado Hills Nevada State Bank

9 statement for December 2007.

10 Q. And it was sent to Eldorado Hills at your 3060

11 East Post Road, Suite 110?

12 A. Yes.

13 Q. And you received it?

14 A. Yes.

15 Q. And it shows under deposits/credits December

16 '07, there was a million and a half in the account,

17 correct?

18 A. Yes, under deposits and credits in the middle

19 of the page. Are you looking there?

20 Q. Yes.

21 A. Correct.

22 Q. And just below it, charges and debits, it

23 shows on 12/10 $1,450,000, indicating an internet

24 transfer to DDA, and there are numbers and letters after

25 that. Is that correct?
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1 A. Yes, on December 10, correct.

2 Q. And it shows the last series of entries on the

3 page that on 12/04 the balance in the account was

4 $1,870.51, and on 12/07, it was $1,501,870.51. Is that

5 correct?

6 A. That's right.

7 Q. And the next page of the exhibit it shows in

8 the upper left-hand corner what they use as a net

9 deposit credit. It shows a million and a half dollars.

10 Is that correct?

11 A. Yes.

12 MR. LIONEL: Now we come to Exhibit F, one for

13 you, Ms. Reporter, and one for you.

14 (Exhibit F was marked.)

15 BY MR. LIONEL:

16 Q. This is a bank statement of Nevada State Bank

17 for the month of December of 2007. The bank statement

18 of Eldorado Hills, LLC, was sent to the -- to it,

19 Eldorado Hills, LLC, at 3060 East Post Road, Suite 110.

20 Did you receive it?

21 A. Yes, sir.

22 Q. And halfway down the page it says money market

23 account-business 612029199. It shows previous balance

24 2,373.22; deposits/credits, $1,450,779.35, and it shows

25 checks processed, 1,420,000. Is that correct?
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1 A. Yes, correct.

2 Q. And then below that it shows deposits/credits,

3 12/10, $1,450,000, internet transfer from DDA, and on

4 12/31, $779.35 as an interest payment on apparently the

5 million four fifty, I guess.

6 A. Correct.

7 Q. And that million four fifty came from the

8 million and a half that had been deposited by your check

9 from Canamex Nevada, correct?

10 A. Correct.

11 Q. And below it says check processed on 12/14,

12 $1,420,000.

13 MR. LIONEL: Off the record.

14 (Whereupon, there was a discussion off the

15 record.)

16 BY MR. LIONEL:

17 Q. That $1,420,000 check processed, that was a

18 check that you drew on the money market account of

19 Eldorado payable to Go Global. Is that correct?

20 A. I believe so, yes.

21 The most incredible thing here is that we used

22 to earn 4.53 percent interest at the bank in 2007.

23 Q. I noticed that.

24 A. That doesn't happen anymore.

25 MR. LIONEL: Counsel, don't we have a copy of
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1 the check?

2 MR. McDONALD: Of the check itself?

3 MR. LIONEL: Yes.

4 MR. McDONALD: I don't know. Do you still

5 have a copy of the check itself?

6 MR. LIONEL: The documents you gave me today

7 just indicate on the account -- I'm sorry.

8 THE WITNESS: I don't recall having a copy of

9 that check. I don't even know if we had official checks

10 for the money market account, but it could have been

11 maybe a counter check or a cashier's check, but I don't

12 remember. I haven't seen it lately.

13 MR. LIONEL: Would you mark this as the next

14 exhibit. Is it G?

15 THE REPORTER: Yes.

16 (Exhibit G was marked.)

17 THE WITNESS: Excuse me one minute.

18 BY MR. LIONEL:

19 Q. Your lawyer delivered this morning at the

20 beginning of the deposition two pages which contain a

21 bank statement of Go Global, Inc., for December 2007

22 which shows on 12/14 a deposit of $1,420,000. Do you

23 have a copy of that?

24 A. No.

25 MR. McDONALD: I didn't make copies of it.
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1 A. Not with me, I mean.

2 BY MR. LIONEL:

3 Q. Okay. Exhibit G is a two-page document. The

4 second page shows or purports to be a copy of a

5 withdrawal of $1,420,000 on 12/14/07 and bearing the

6 notation "per e-mail request from Carlos Huerta,

7 transfer from" an account number, I assume, "612024471."

8 Would you look at that?

9 A. Sure. Okay.

10 Q. Is that correct the way I described it?

11 A. Yes.

12 MR. LIONEL: After lunch, we can do this. Why

13 don't we take a break now for lunch.

14 MR. McDONALD: Okay.

15 (Recess taken.)

16 BY MR. LIONEL:

17 Q. Mr. Huerta, do you have a general ledger for

18 the period that you were at Eldorado?

19 A. Yes, and it should be produced to you, and if

20 it hasn't, it should be soon.

21 Q. It has not.

22 MR. McDONALD: Which one, the general ledger?

23 MR. LIONEL: Yes.

24 A. But yes.

25 BY MR. LIONEL:
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1 Q. For what period is that general ledger?

2 A. Um, it should be from '06, and probably the

3 middle of '06 when it started, and at one point maybe to

4 the end of 2008 or near the end of 2008, I believe.

5 Q. And it would include entries in the QuickBooks

6 with respect to Mr. Harlap's million and a half,

7 correct?

8 A. I didn't maintain that general ledger

9 personally, so I can't answer you that question as if I

10 did it on my own, but I'm presuming that it would

11 contain that transaction.

12 Q. When is the last time you saw that general

13 ledger?

14 A. Not that long ago. I gave it to

15 Mr. McDonald's office, but I didn't sit there and

16 examine it. I just gave it to his office. You know

17 what I mean? I didn't look at it in terms of the

18 details.

19 MR. McDONALD: I think I just recently got it.

20 So I was reviewing it. I'll probably -- I can get it to

21 you by the end of this week.

22 MR. LIONEL: Okay.

23 THE WITNESS: Ms. Olivas has it as well.

24 BY MR. LIONEL:

25 Q. In October of 2008, did Mr. Woloson ask for
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1 your assistance for information with respect to Eldorado

2 investors?

3 A. When you say ask for my insistence --

4 Q. Yes.

5 A. -- I'm not sure what you mean by that.

6 Q. Did he ask you about it?

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. And did you give him information?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. What was the form of the information?

11 A. I don't remember, but a lot of it was speaking

12 over the telephone.

13 Q. Was there anything in writing like e-mails or

14 anything like that?

15 A. Between Mr. Woloson and I?

16 Q. Yes.

17 A. Specific to the investors I don't remember,

18 but I would suspect there were some e-mails about them.

19 Q. What?

20 A. I would suspect there were some e-mails about

21 it -- about them.

22 MR. LIONEL: Would you mark this.

23 (Exhibit H was marked.)

24 BY MR. LIONEL:

25 Q. Exhibit H is a two-page e-mail bearing Bates
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1 Number SR002047 and 48. Is this an e-mail that you sent

2 to Melissa Olivas?

3 A. And to Sig Rogich.

4 Q. And cc'd to Sig Rogich.

5 A. So the answer is yes.

6 MR. LIONEL: This would be I, Ms. Reporter.

7 THE WITNESS: You see up there Eldorado Hills,

8 and it says Investor. Below are the names. I'm not

9 sure if Mr. Woloson received a copy of this or not.

10 MR. LIONEL: This will be I.

11 (Exhibit I was marked.)

12 BY MR. LIONEL:

13 Q. I show you what has been marked Exhibit I, a

14 one-page exhibit bearing Bates Number SR002049 which

15 appears to be an e-mail that you did send to Mr. Woloson

16 with a copy to Ms. Olivas, and off the record, I've lost

17 my voice somewhere.

18 A. That's all right. We can hear you well.

19 Q. Is this an e-mail that you sent?

20 A. It is.

21 Q. Would you look at it. I'm going to ask you a

22 few questions.

23 A. Sure.

24 (Witness examined document.)

25 Q. I'm looking at what's apparently the fourth
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1 paragraph which says, "In regards to Nanyah, you are

2 right; they are in Canamex."

3 What were you referring to?

4 A. Not Nanyah.

5 Q. And it says, "You are right; they are in

6 Canamex."

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. Were you talking about his investment, the

9 Harlap investment?

10 A. Correct.

11 Q. Was, in fact, in Canamex?

12 A. Correct, correct.

13 Q. Not in Eldorado?

14 A. Correct.

15 Q. But that was when -- I better read the whole

16 sentence.

17 "In regards to Nanyah, you are right; they are

18 in Canamex, but that was when we were pretty sure, as

19 per Sig, that Dr. Nagy was coming in as an investor

20 (when you, Melissa, Craig, and I met in your old

21 office.)" What's that about?

22 A. Well, I didn't remember this e-mail when we

23 were talking about it earlier, but it's consistent with

24 everything that I said earlier. It actually goes on,

25 and it reads how we need to transfer Nanyah's --
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1 Q. I know what it reads. Would you explain the

2 part I just read to you.

3 A. So, yes, but you asked me to explain it. So

4 that's what I'm trying to do.

5 So Dr. Nagy is a guy that I did not know, but

6 now I recall, thanks to this e-mail, that this was Sig

7 Rogich's investor who he never brought to the table. I

8 was bringing Yoav Harlap. Mr. Rogich was brining

9 Dr. Nagy. Dr. Nagy never ended up investing, but it

10 shows that we were working in unison to try and bring

11 investors to our project.

12 So Nagy is a guy that Sig was going to bring

13 as an investor, as I brought Yoav Harlap. So we were

14 going to bring both Nagy and Harlap into Canamex. We

15 already explained that, I think, ad nauseam what

16 happened to Canamex. Nagy never came in. Sig walked

17 away with Eldorado with his purchase agreement to buy

18 out the investors.

19 Q. The next line, "We'll have to, somehow,

20 transfer Nanyah's interests to Eldorado, since the

21 intentions of taking their one and a half million was to

22 really be an investment into the 160-acre property, not

23 necessarily in a phantom company."

24 Does that support the fact that Nanyah's

25 interests was not in Eldorado but was in Canamex?
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1 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

2 A. I disagree with you. I disagree with your

3 statement.

4 BY MR. LIONEL:

5 Q. What do you disagree with, what part of my

6 statement?

7 A. That the $1.5 million that Yoav Harlap and/or

8 Nanyah provided actually ended up in Eldorado Hills,

9 LLC. Eldorado Hills, LLC, benefitted from the

10 $1,500,000. Eldorado Hills accepted the $1,500,000. So

11 the money that was sent into Canamex basically ended up

12 in Eldorado Hills, LLC's account.

13 So Nanyah's or Harlap's investment should be

14 credited, and he should have been made a member, and I'm

15 actually detailing that out to Mr. Woloson very, very

16 similar to what I explained earlier when you were asking

17 me questions before lunch.

18 Q. But on October 25, 2008, when you sent this

19 e-mail, was Mr. Harlap's interests in Canamex or

20 Eldorado?

21 A. It should be in Eldorado.

22 Q. But it was, in fact, in Canamex, wasn't it?

23 A. I think it should have been in Eldorado. The

24 document wasn't signed. We didn't prepare an agreement.

25 So his interest was in Eldorado. Just because there
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1 wasn't a certificate doesn't mean he doesn't have an

2 interest in the company.

3 When Sig Rogich paid $50,000 to Craig Dunlap,

4 Craig Dunlap didn't have a certificate. So like I said,

5 these companies were not operated like a nationally

6 rated FDIC bank or a law firm. They were closely held.

7 We dealt with friends and family or people that we knew.

8 We didn't always give a certificate. We didn't always

9 properly document everything.

10 The million and a half went into Eldorado

11 Hills, LLC, and I maintain that Nanyah Vegas' interest

12 should have been in Eldorado Hills, LLC.

13 Q. But it was, in fact, in Canamex?

14 A. I say that it's in Eldorado.

15 Q. Well, let me read the first sentence in this

16 paragraph or part of it.

17 "In regards to Nanyah, you are right; they are

18 in Canamex." Was that right? Is that what you said?

19 A. That's what's typed there, yes. You just read

20 verbatim what that sentence says.

21 Q. That's my best reading. That's what it says,

22 doesn't it?

23 A. It says that, but the meaning of it -- you

24 have to read the whole paragraph, not just the one --

25 you know, first ten words in the sentence.
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1 Read the whole paragraph, and let's talk about

2 what happened with the whole deal to get a big-picture

3 understanding of what happened with the transaction.

4 You can't just read one little sentence.

5 Q. I don't need a speech. I don't need a speech,

6 Carlos.

7 "We'll have to somehow transfer Nanyah's

8 interest to Eldorado." What did you mean by that?

9 A. I think that's pretty clear. We need to move

10 Nanyah's interests into Eldorado Hills to correctly

11 reflect the $1,500,000 that Eldorado Hills benefitted

12 from.

13 Q. Do you have Exhibit B there? That's the

14 purchase agreement and the complaint.

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. I'm going to go through some portions of this

17 complaint and ask some questions.

18 Would you look at Page 3, please?

19 A. Of the complaint?

20 Q. Yes.

21 A. 2003 or just Page 3?

22 Q. Page 3.

23 A. General Allegations?

24 Q. Paragraph 12, that's correct.

25 "Upon information and belief, sometime in
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1 2012, Rogich conveyed his membership interest in

2 Eldorado to TELD, LLC."

3 And when I say Rogich, we're talking really

4 about his family trust. You understand that?

5 A. I'll take you at your word, but, no, I --

6 Q. No, you don't have to take me at my word. Are

7 we talking about Mr. Rogich here, or are we talking

8 about his trust, family trust?

9 A. One or the other. I don't know which one.

10 We're suing both of them, right, and Eldorado Hills,

11 LLC?

12 Q. No.

13 A. What?

14 Q. You're not.

15 A. We're not suing Sig Rogich?

16 Q. That's correct.

17 A. Okay. So it's his family trust then.

18 Q. Fine. And every place when I say Rogich in

19 here, reading from the amended complaint, it's a

20 reference to his family trust.

21 A. Okay.

22 Q. What was the information that you talk about

23 there?

24 A. We already discussed this. This is when Sig

25 Rogich and I spoke in around October of 2012. He told
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1 me that --

2 Q. All right. It was from Mr. Rogich that you

3 testified to. Is that correct?

4 A. Yes.

5 Q. Fine. It says, "Rogich failed to inform

6 Huerta and Go Global of his intentions to transfer all

7 the acquired membership interest in Eldorado to TELD,

8 and was only informed after the transfer had in fact

9 occurred."

10 Now, what I'm asking you now is what provision

11 or term in the agreement required him to inform you or

12 Go Global?

13 A. I'm going to give the same answer as before.

14 You have to read the entire agreement. When you say

15 that you're going to pay somebody back, it doesn't

16 really matter how you pay them back. He's supposed to

17 pay us back money. If it comes from Eldorado and he

18 wants to pay it from Eldorado, have him pay it from

19 Eldorado, but the fact that he gave away the only

20 interest that the investors, including myself, had to

21 point at without telling us is, I think, in violation of

22 the spirit of the agreement.

23 Q. But is there any specific provision that says

24 he was required to inform you?

25 A. The entire purchase agreement is a provision
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1 in my opinion. So, yes, it is in violation of the

2 entire agreement.

3 Q. Is there any specific provision?

4 A. I don't know. If we want to read the whole

5 thing, we can do that. I don't know of a specific

6 provision. The entire agreement says he's supposed to

7 pay back money. He took $4.5 million and then gave it

8 away for free without telling us.

9 Q. Paragraph 13, "That by conveying the

10 membership interest to TELD, Rogich breached the

11 agreement," and I'm asking you whether there's any

12 specific term in there that said he could not convey the

13 interest?

14 A. The whole entire agreement is a provision.

15 Q. But no specific provision?

16 A. We would have to read the whole thing.

17 Q. You want to read it? Go ahead.

18 A. Do you want me to read it?

19 Q. Go ahead if --

20 A. No, I don't want to read it. I'm saying the

21 whole agreement is a provision. I've read it before.

22 Q. I understand your answer. What you're saying

23 is, if I'm correct, there is no specific term. You

24 believe the entire agreement supports that he had an

25 obligation?
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1 A. That's right.

2 Q. Fine. Now, I'm going to read another sentence

3 in that Paragraph 13.

4 A. Okay.

5 Q. "Eldorado received the benefit of the debt,

6 which formerly represented the membership capital

7 account of Huerta and Go Global, as they were enabled to

8 use those capital funds for their own benefit without

9 providing any benefit to Huerta and Go Global."

10 Please explain to me what those capital funds

11 are you're referring to in there.

12 A. They are mentioned on Page 10 of the purchase

13 agreement, and they are mentioned on Page 2 of the

14 purchase agreement in 2(a) -- that's Exhibit B -- that

15 Sig Rogich initialed.

16 Q. That is capital -- referring to capital funds?

17 A. Yes, money.

18 Q. How much money are we talking about?

19 A. Well, Go Global invested and had $2.747

20 million or so, thereabouts, about $2.7 million, and the

21 other investors had respectively, that I was responsible

22 for, about $1.8 million, a little bit more.

23 Q. Well, we're talking about the capital accounts

24 of Huerta and Go Global here, and I'm asking you when

25 you say they were enabled to use those capital funds,
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1 are you talking the 2 million 7, that in some way

2 Eldorado was able to use those funds?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. Was that capital cash that was there that they

5 could use or something, a credit or something?

6 A. They were moneys sent either via check or

7 wire, not actual cash but money deposited into Eldorado

8 Hills' bank account which Eldorado Hills used to

9 purchase the 160 acres and to maintain the 160 acres and

10 to begin developing the 160 acres that Eldorado Hills,

11 LLC, owns still today, to my knowledge, unless they've

12 sold it.

13 Q. At the time of the agreement in October of

14 2008, you and Go Global had a capital account, right?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And the capital account had this 2 million 7?

17 A. Right.

18 Q. And explain to me how they were able to use

19 that capital account.

20 MR. McDONALD: I believe that's been asked and

21 answered.

22 A. They used it to purchase the property and

23 maintain the property that Eldorado Hills, LLC, owns.

24 BY MR. LIONEL:

25 Q. That was before October of 2008?
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1 A. Correct.

2 Q. Okay. Paragraph 15 you're talking about

3 Nanyah, even though it talks about Nanyah and Ray.

4 You say -- I'll withdraw.

5 Paragraph 17, "While Ray's interests in

6 Eldorado are believed to have been preserved, despite

7 contrary representation by Sigmund Rogich. Nanyah never

8 received an interest in Eldorado while Eldorado retained

9 the one million five." We're talking about Mr. Harlap's

10 million five?

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And how much of that money did Eldorado get?

13 A. A million five, $1,500,000.

14 Q. How about the million four twenty that you

15 gave to Go Global?

16 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

17 BY MR. LIONEL:

18 Q. Wasn't that out of the million five?

19 A. No.

20 Q. The million four twenty was not out of the --

21 A. No.

22 Q. Where did it come from?

23 A. Prior to Nanyah's investment, Go Global had

24 actually put in $4,100,000 into Eldorado Hills, LLC. So

25 the $4,100,000 was Go Global's. So if we would have
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1 rewritten this document, it could just say forget about

2 Nanyah Vegas, you owe Go Global $4,100,000, but that

3 wouldn't have been as accurate as the fact that Go

4 Global had a capital account of $2.7 million,

5 plus/minus, and then Nanyah Vegas had a million and a

6 half.

7 So you're confusing the fact that Go Global

8 now was repaid a million four twenty, which we went over

9 already, but Go Global already had invested almost --

10 over $4.1 million as of September of 2007. So $4.1

11 million minus a million five, that's where it comes out

12 to about $2.7 million, because Go Global actually added

13 a little bit more money after the 1.5 or right around

14 there.

15 So we got up to 4.1 million. Go Global took

16 back 1.42 million. We're not double dipping. I think

17 you're trying to give too much credit away. So either

18 Go Global has $4.1 million or Go Global has 2.7 and

19 Nanyah has the 1.5.

20 Q. Mr. Harlap sent a million five to Canamex

21 Nevada, correct?

22 A. Correct.

23 Q. And of that million five, you gave a million

24 and four twenty to Go Global. Isn't that right?

25 A. No.
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1 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

2 A. No, it's not right. We've gone over those

3 bank statements. You need to review them again. I'm

4 positive that it's not right.

5 BY MR. LIONEL:

6 Q. You're entitled to your --

7 A. No, no, no. I'm positive it's not right. We

8 can review the bank statements if you want. You missed

9 a step.

10 Q. If Canamex -- if the million five that was

11 sent by Mr. Harlap had not been sent, would there have

12 been a million four twenty in Eldorado for you to give

13 to Go Global?

14 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

15 A. There had already been money in Eldorado prior

16 to Harlap sending the money because Go Global had

17 already put in $4,100,000. So the answer is there would

18 have been money, but Eldorado Hills used that money to

19 pay off debt to Antonio and to ANB Financial.

20 So there was money in Eldorado, but Eldorado

21 chose to take that money and pay off its debts, Go

22 Global's money, and Eldorado Hills owed Go Global that

23 money. Go Global had $4,100,000 of real money in

24 Eldorado Hills' accounts.

25 BY MR. LIONEL:
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1 Q. I'll refer you to Exhibit E.

2 A. Okay. Got it.

3 Q. Isn't it true -- and I'm looking at daily

4 balances -- on 12/4, Eldorado's balance was $1,870.51?

5 A. Yes, Mr. Lionel, this is a snapshot. That's

6 what a bank statement is. It's a snapshot of a specific

7 time period. You're narrowing it down to a snapshot.

8 Prior to this, $4,100,000 went into Eldorado Hills'

9 account.

10 Q. No. It shows a daily balance on 12/7 of

11 $1,501,870.51, correct?

12 A. Yes. You read that earlier. I agree.

13 Q. Thank you. And actually then that number

14 consisted of two things, the million five that came from

15 Mr. Harlap and 1,870.51, which was the balance prior to

16 the million five coming into the account. Is that

17 correct?

18 A. Not exactly, because then you see on December

19 10th 15,000 was deposited, on December 21st, 175,000 was

20 deposited, and on December 26th, 25,000 was deposited.

21 Q. I'm talking about what I just said about what

22 was the balance on 12/4 and 12/7 of '07, the numbers I

23 gave you, 1,870.51 on 12/4, 12/7, 1,501,870.51. Is that

24 correct?

25 A. Yes, the balance on December 7, 2007 in the
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1 Eldorado Hills, LLC, bank account was $1,501,870.51.

2 Q. Thank you.

3 A. Thank you.

4 Q. And the $1,420,000 that you gave to Go Global

5 came out of that $1,501,870.51. Isn't that correct?

6 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

7 A. Yes.

8 BY MR. LIONEL:

9 Q. I understand your position.

10 A. Thank you, sir.

11 Q. And I think you understand mine.

12 A. If you say so.

13 Actually, I really don't understand yours, but

14 I'm not trying to be -- I don't. I'm not trying to be

15 funny or anything. We can go over the numbers, but it

16 seems like you're trying to narrow down something that

17 was definitely in the account. So there is where I get

18 a little confused, but I'm trying to do my best to

19 answer your question.

20 Q. I'm not sure why you're confused. Let's

21 assume this is a million five. I'm holding this bottle

22 of water. The million five came from Mr. Harlap.

23 Within a week, a million four twenty of that was taken

24 out of that million five and given to Go Global.

25 A. That's true, but in September, four months
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1 earlier, Go Global had advanced $2,200,000 to Eldorado

2 Hills which Eldorado Hills said that it would pay back

3 to Go Global. So that's a big point there.

4 Q. All right. You've made your point.

5 A. Okay.

6 Q. Paragraph 18, that Nanyah is entitled to the

7 return of the $1.5 million -- I guess there's a zero

8 left out -- from Eldorado?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. And that is -- well, strike that.

11 Why is it entitled to the return of 1,500,000?

12 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

13 A. Because it invested a million five, and

14 Mr. Rogich promised me in a conversation, and also tried

15 to put it down on several documents, that it would

16 receive a million five back for the investment that

17 Nanyah Vegas brought in.

18 It's actually a great deal for Eldorado to

19 take a million five for free, not pay any interest and

20 just give them the money back. All he had to do is give

21 the money back, not even asking for any interest.

22 BY MR. LIONEL:

23 Q. But this million five that you're talking

24 about here is a million five that came from Mr. Harlap

25 which you gave $1,420,000 to Go Global.
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1 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

2 A. Go Global had put in $4,100,000 into Eldorado

3 Hills, LLC. Eldorado, LLC, had taken almost $4.5

4 million in investment capital from Go Global and its

5 investors.

6 Q. But that really -- we're back to my bottle of

7 water here. You say this million five was a million

8 five that came from Mr. Harlap?

9 A. It did.

10 Q. And you gave a million four twenty of that

11 million five to Go Global.

12 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form. Asked and

13 answered.

14 BY MR. LIONEL:

15 Q. I need an answer. You want the reporter to

16 read it back?

17 A. No, you didn't ask me a question. You just

18 stated a fact. You stated a fact as you see it. I

19 don't see it your way. You've kind of stated it and

20 restated it. You didn't actually ask me a question.

21 You just mentioned something. So I don't know what to

22 really answer you.

23 Q. The million five that you refer to in

24 Paragraph 18 came from Mr. Harlap. Isn't that true?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. And out of that -- and the million four twenty

2 that you gave to Go Global came out of that $1,500,000

3 which came from Mr. Harlap.

4 A. I disagree.

5 Q. All right. Where did it come from, that

6 million five?

7 A. The way I look at it, it actually came from Go

8 Global four months prior to.

9 Q. Prior to Mr. Harlap sending the million five?

10 A. Yes, right.

11 Q. And it came out of that, not his million five.

12 Is that what you're saying?

13 A. The money is money. If you have five dollars

14 in one pocket and five dollars in another pocket, you

15 have ten dollars. Which one you use to pay for the

16 movie and which one you use to pay for the popcorn

17 doesn't matter.

18 My money, Go Global's money, $4 million of it

19 was in Eldorado prior to Harlap's money going in. So

20 some of that Go Global money was to be considered a loan

21 temporarily to Eldorado Hills. So Eldorado Hills owed

22 Go Global some of that money. So when Eldorado Hills

23 received the Harlap money, it was able to repay some of

24 the $4.1 million that Go Global had previously invested,

25 not all of the $4.1 million, only 1,420,000 of the $4.1
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1 million.

2 So if you want to call it that it came from

3 Harlap and that's Harlap's money, you can choose to do

4 that, but I'm saying that Go Global had already put

5 money into the company.

6 Q. That's not what you were talking about.

7 A. So where did that money go? Where did the Go

8 Global money go, the 4.1 million?

9 Q. You were the manager.

10 A. No, I know where it went. I'm telling you

11 where it went, but you choose not to pay attention to

12 it. You're just asking me one sentence. You're saying

13 that the Harlap money went to pay Go Global. If that's

14 what you say, you say. I have my facts as well.

15 My facts are Eldorado Hills already had $4.1

16 million of Go Global's money, and Go Global was owed

17 that money. So whether it's Harlap's money or Rogich's

18 money or Robert Ray's money, it doesn't matter. Go

19 Global was owed money, and it's still owed money today,

20 $2.7 million of it is what we are saying in this

21 lawsuit, and we're saying that Nanyah Vegas is owed a

22 million five.

23 Q. And when you talk about the four million,

24 you're talking about money that had been contributed or

25 put into the company -- when I say company, I'm talking
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1 about Eldorado -- sometime between 2006 and -- 2006 and

2 December of 2007. Is that correct?

3 A. Yes.

4 Q. And that's -- and you say it was out of that

5 that you took this consulting fee, this fee for

6 consultation in 2007?

7 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

8 A. No.

9 BY MR. LIONEL:

10 Q. Let me read Paragraph 19. "As a direct result

11 of the actions of the defendants, plaintiffs have been

12 damaged in an amount in excess of 10,000." What damages

13 are you talking about? How do you -- strike that.

14 How do you say they were damaged in an amount

15 in excess of 10,000?

16 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form, calls for a

17 legal conclusion.

18 You can answer.

19 A. I'm trying to give an answer that is

20 applicable. I think we've been damaged in several ways.

21 BY MR. LIONEL:

22 Q. How have you been damaged?

23 A. Number one, if the money would have been paid

24 back, as my understanding of our agreement, when Rogich

25 conveyed his interest away in Eldorado Hills, I could
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1 have taken that $2.7 million and done something else

2 with it, earned interest in an account, bought a stock,

3 pay off debt. I could have been benefiting from not

4 paying interest on other loans that I have.

5 Number two, we've had to actually hire

6 Mr. McDonald's office, pay him legal fees, spend money

7 copying papers, talking through all of this with you

8 instead of being out earning money at my job.

9 So I've been damaged way more than $10,000

10 just in the interest that I could have earned alone on

11 the $2.7 million, which doesn't include Yoav Harlap's

12 $1.5 million.

13 Q. If he had not transferred that property, would

14 you have received anything?

15 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

16 A. I don't know where the property -- if he sold

17 the property, if he's selling the property, I probably

18 would be receiving some kind of rent or income from the

19 gun club because there's a functioning business on

20 there, and it's quite successful from my understanding.

21 It brings in a lot of customers. So it would be nice to

22 receive some rent. You like to receive rent on your

23 properties I'm sure. I would like to receive some rent.

24 I think the thing is actually positive cash flow. I

25 don't think that the maintenance on that property is so
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1 vast or great that it's cost prohibitive to keep.

2 BY MR. LIONEL:

3 Q. Have you seen the tax returns for Eldorado for

4 the year 2012?

5 A. No, I'm not sent tax returns from Eldorado.

6 Q. Have you seen the tax returns for 2011?

7 A. No.

8 Q. Have you seen it for 2010?

9 A. No.

10 Q. Have you seen it for 2009?

11 A. No.

12 Q. You're sure?

13 A. I'm sure. I haven't seen the tax returns.

14 I've seen some K-1s for some of those years that were

15 sent to Robert Ray or the Ray Family Trust but not the

16 full tax return.

17 Q. What do those tax returns show, those K-1s?

18 A. Nothing that -- I don't have them in front of

19 me. I look at K-1s frequently -- nothing that glared

20 out at me, nothing that said huge losses.

21 Q. Did -- anything on there that showed any

22 profits?

23 A. Well, as a matter of fact, if we actually got

24 to go and maybe depose the operators of the gun club

25 that probably are there for free and not paying rent and
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1 absorbing about 60 acres, that would be interesting

2 because Mr. Eliades' son, I believe, ran that gun club,

3 if he still doesn't, for quite a long time. So that 60

4 acres is basically either not paying rent to Eldorado

5 Hills, LLC, the gun club, for the plus/minus 60 acres,

6 or they are keeping all of the profits themselves. So

7 it's kind of debatable on how that property and how that

8 business is run. My guess is they just get free rent.

9 So that's kind of an abatement.

10 That should be rent that's paid towards

11 Eldorado Hills, LLC. In most traditional real estate

12 deals, when a landlord owns property and a business is

13 on that property or in a building occupying space and

14 running its business, normally it would pay rent,

15 percentage rent, monthly rent, annual rent.

16 So my guess is there are some profits that

17 maybe aren't showing up in the Eldorado Hills tax

18 returns because Mr. Eliades and Mr. Rogich have

19 controlled that property. So they choose to do whatever

20 they want with the income from the gun club, but maybe

21 it's not being reflected appropriately in the tax

22 returns of the Eldorado Hills, LLC, for the years 2009

23 or 2010 or 2011 or 2012.

24 Q. Are you aware -- I think you testified -- no,

25 put another way.
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1 Are you aware of any distributions that

2 Eldorado has ever made?

3 A. No, and that's, I think, one big reason why

4 we're here today.

5 Q. I beg your pardon?

6 A. And I think that's one major reason why we're

7 here today, because they have the assets, and they keep

8 the income, and they don't make distributions, and they

9 kept $4.5 million of our money. You think that sounds

10 good to me, the 4.5 million -- no matter how you divide

11 it -- and the 1.45 and the 1.42? They have 4.5 million

12 of my money which both of them signed that was owed in

13 multiple agreements, and they haven't paid it.

14 Q. You're not suing Eldorado for that, are you

15 now?

16 A. Yes, we are.

17 Q. Only for Nanyah.

18 A. Okay. Well, we'll see about that.

19 Q. Well, is there anything in the agreement that

20 requires Eldorado to make distributions?

21 A. In the Eldorado Hills operating agreement?

22 Maybe. I don't know.

23 Q. No, I'm talking about in this agreement, in

24 the one you have in front of you, Exhibit B.

25 A. Yes, it does. It does.
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1 Q. It requires them to make distributions?

2 A. It may not be called distributions, but, okay,

3 so Paragraph 2(a) on Page 2 -- and that's Bates Number

4 SR002011. I'm going to read it, "Buyer shall owe seller

5 the sum of $2,747,729.50 as noninterest-bearing debt

6 with, therefore, no capital calls for monthly payments.

7 Said amount shall be payable to seller from future

8 distributions or proceeds," and then it goes on.

9 So I'm contending at the very least there is a

10 substantial business operating on the Eldorado Hills

11 property, and those moneys are going elsewhere except

12 not into Eldorado Hills or to the benefit of the members

13 of the debt holder or the people who Eldorado Hills owes

14 debt to, and they're keeping the money.

15 So I think that when they're keeping the

16 distributions or they're not sending it out or they're

17 not even receiving it on purpose when they should be

18 taking proceeds or rent and distributing the money that

19 they don't need to maintain the property. That's part

20 of what I'm saying, much less the rest of it that your

21 client just decided to make the interest disappear

22 because it sounded good to him.

23 But we haven't seen all the agreements yet,

24 have we, Mr. Lionel? We haven't seen them all yet.

25 Q. TELD is not a party to this agreement, right?
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1 A. Correct, not yet or not now.

2 Q. And, of course, Paragraph 2(a) says that with

3 respect to the debt, payments would be -- distributions

4 as, when and if received by buyer from the company.

5 Do you know of any distributions that has been

6 received --

7 A. Yes.

8 Q. -- by Mr. Rogich?

9 A. Yes.

10 Q. What are they?

11 A. I'm telling you at least there is a gun club

12 that should be paying rent. So I think they're

13 pocketing the rent and never putting it in the bank

14 account of Eldorado Hills, LLC, or they're keeping the

15 profits themselves in some other entity.

16 Q. My question is, what do you know of any

17 distributions that were made?

18 A. Yes, and I answered yes.

19 Q. There were -- tell me about the distributions.

20 A. There are moneys or distributions that Eliades

21 and/or Rogich are taking at least from the gun club, and

22 instead of putting them into Eldorado Hills, LLC,

23 they're being cut off. They're being used up before

24 they go into Eldorado Hills, LLC.

25 Q. Do you know of any distributions received by
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1 Rogich?

2 A. I don't know. I don't have a copy of his bank

3 statements, and I haven't spoken with him, but there is

4 a gun club, and a pretty successful one at that, that is

5 there either for free or paying Rogich and his partners

6 money outside of Eldorado Hills, LLC.

7 Q. At the time that TELD came in, was there a

8 reason why you didn't stay in, instead sold your

9 interest?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. What was that?

12 A. Sig Rogich.

13 Q. What does that mean?

14 A. Sig Rogich told me that when Eliades came in,

15 Eliades didn't want any other partners but Sig Rogich,

16 and he would be the only partner, and he would agree to

17 pay -- Sig Rogich would agree to pay me my money out of

18 the property, and that's what this agreement was meant

19 to do. That was Sig's story.

20 Q. Paragraph 22, "Plaintiffs have complied with

21 all conditions precedent and fulfilled their duties

22 under the agreement."

23 What are the conditions?

24 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form, calls for a

25 legal conclusion.
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1 A. We provided about four and a half million

2 dollars into Eldorado Hills, LLC.

3 BY MR. LIONEL:

4 Q. Is that it?

5 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

6 A. That's the bulk of it. I think that's the

7 most important part.

8 BY MR. LIONEL:

9 Q. I'll take it. Give me a subordinate part.

10 A. I'll stick to the most important part.

11 Q. And the other -- that's a condition you're

12 talking about?

13 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

14 A. Yes.

15 BY MR. LIONEL:

16 Q. It's your complaint. I have a right to find

17 out what it's about.

18 A. Absolutely. I'm answering the questions. I

19 said yes.

20 Q. What duties did you fulfill?

21 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

22 A. We took four and a half million dollars, and

23 we put it into Eldorado Hills, LLC, and we haven't

24 bothered them. We haven't given them a hard time. We

25 haven't prevented them from selling the property. We
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1 haven't prevented them from marketing the property. We

2 just asked for our money back. That's all.

3 So we've been kind of good passive investors

4 that aren't earning any interest. So I think those are

5 the kind of duties that a good guy would do.

6 BY MR. LIONEL:

7 Q. Is that it? That's your answer?

8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Paragraph 23, "Defendant Rogich materially

10 breached the terms of the agreement when he agreed to

11 remit payment from any profits paid from Eldorado, yet

12 transferred his interest in Eldorado for no

13 consideration to TELD, LLC."

14 What terms of the agreement are you referring

15 to?

16 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

17 A. So Mr. Rogich from my understanding -- I

18 haven't seen anything in writing; maybe you have -- has

19 somehow conveyed his interest in Eldorado Hills, LLC,

20 away. He never had given us -- when I say us, the

21 investors that are mentioned in other agreements that

22 we've seen today, Go Global, Nanyah, Robert Ray -- an

23 opportunity to say, "Hey, are you going to pay us back,"

24 or he didn't pay us any money when he conveyed his

25 interests.
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1 He was supposed to get a practical amount of

2 money based upon the value of Eldorado Hills, LLC and

3 pay us, not just give it away for free, and if he was

4 going to give it away for free, you would at least think

5 that he would have called us and say, "Hey, I'm going to

6 give my interests away for free. Would you take it?"

7 That's all.

8 I think he breached the spirit of that

9 agreement backwards and forward and sideways and in

10 diagonals also.

11 BY MR. LIONEL:

12 Q. You say in here breached the terms. Tell me

13 what terms.

14 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

15 A. I just answered. I just answered the

16 question. He's supposed to pay us when he gives up his

17 interest in Eldorado Hills, LLC, not just walk away for

18 nothing.

19 BY MR. LIONEL:

20 Q. All I'm asking you is are there any terms in

21 the agreement that say what you effectively just said?

22 That's all.

23 A. Yes, I think there are.

24 Q. Would you point them out to me?

25 A. Just read Paragraph A. I think that starts it
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1 on recitals, then (B) also. He basically -- Rogich

2 walks away with a lot for nothing then if he doesn't

3 pay. (B) says, "Seller desires to sell, and buyer

4 desires to purchase, all of seller's membership

5 interest" -- which was equity and then turns into debt

6 as per this agreement; that's why we differentiate the

7 terms at times -- "subject to the potential claims and

8 pursuant to the terms of this agreement." So seller

9 desires to sell; buyer desires to purchase.

10 In this case, the way it worked out with the

11 magical Sig Rogich at hand is he gets 40 percent

12 interest in a company that's worth millions of dollars,

13 and he pays zero, zero dollars.

14 Q. You haven't answered my question.

15 A. No, no, he's supposed to pay us. He's

16 supposed to pay us. Your question was what terms in the

17 agreement show that he's supposed to pay.

18 Q. No, that was not my question.

19 MR. LIONEL: Read the question back, Ms.

20 Reporter.

21 (Whereupon, the requested portion of the

22 record was read by the reporter.)

23 BY MR. LIONEL:

24 Q. And I'm asking you what terms are there? You

25 said that Mr. -- that Rogich breached the terms when he
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1 transferred his interest in Eldorado.

2 A. Yes. Yes.

3 Q. Okay? I'm asking you what term of the

4 agreement says he could not transfer his interests in

5 Eldorado --

6 MR. McDONALD: I'll object.

7 BY MR. LIONEL:

8 Q. -- for no consideration?

9 MR. McDONALD: I'll object to the form.

10 BY MR. LIONEL:

11 Q. That's all.

12 A. Those exact words verbatim the agreement does

13 not have. The agreement, when you read, it says or

14 states that he's not supposed to give away his interest

15 for free without paying us.

16 Q. What says that?

17 A. Let's go back to (A). "Buyer intends to

18 negotiate" -- buyer is Rogich -- "such claims with

19 seller's assistance so that such claimants confirm or

20 convert the amounts set forth beside the name of each of

21 said claimant into noninterest-bearing debt, or an

22 equity percentage to be determined by buyer after

23 consultation with seller as desired by seller, with no

24 capital calls for monthly payments, and a distribution

25 in respect of their claims in amounts from the one-third
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1 ownership interest in the company retained by buyer."

2 That to me is a term of the agreement. It's

3 in the recitals. The buyer received equity, extra

4 equity that he didn't have prior to this, and he's paid

5 nothing for it. So he's supposed to pay.

6 So verbatim it doesn't say what you stated,

7 but if you read this whole agreement, the buyer, being

8 Rogich, is supposed to pay for his interest. If he gave

9 it away to you, if he gave it away for free to somebody

10 else, that's his choice. Let him do that, but he's

11 supposed to pay for that.

12 So, again, these terms, as I read them and I

13 understand them, should mean that Rogich, when he

14 received this equity interest, this additional equity

15 interest that he didn't have, that he took basically

16 from Go Global, that he took from Nanyah Vegas, and he

17 didn't pay anything for, he was supposed to pay.

18 He decides later on he wants to become a

19 philanthropist or whatever it is he wants to do, God

20 bless him, but he's supposed to pay the group that he

21 took the interest from.

22 So I believe that, yes, it's pretty clear.

23 Q. That he could not transfer his interest?

24 A. No, he can transfer his interest, but he's

25 supposed to pay us when he does.
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1 Q. Is that what it says?

2 A. Not in the exact words I just said. In the

3 big meaning, yes, that's what it says.

4 Q. Can you show me what words would effectively

5 say he could not transfer the interest?

6 A. No, he's supposed to pay us when he does.

7 Read Paragraph A and Paragraph B. I've read them

8 already. You need to read them because I've read them.

9 If you want me to read them again to her, I'll read them

10 again, but I've already read them. My opinion is and

11 what this says and what this agreement means is when he

12 gives away his interest, he's supposed to pay us.

13 Q. But it doesn't say that.

14 A. Okay.

15 Q. Is that a fair statement? It doesn't say

16 that.

17 MR. McDONALD: Object to form, argumentative.

18 BY MR. LIONEL:

19 Q. I understand what you're saying, but that

20 agreement does not say that he cannot transfer his

21 interest.

22 A. Correct.

23 Q. That's all. It's easy.

24 A. But that wasn't the question you had asked

25 earlier.
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1 Q. I thought it was.

2 A. No, it wasn't.

3 Q. Paragraph 24.

4 A. Okay.

5 Q. On top of Page 5. "Huerta and Go Global

6 reasonably relied on the representations of the

7 defendant Rogich in that they would honor the terms of

8 the agreement, all to their detriment."

9 What representations are you talking about?

10 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

11 A. Not only in these documents that we've seen

12 here today but in the documents that were signed with

13 TELD and the Eliades group, there is reference in

14 writing to the moneys that have been invested and that

15 are supposed to be paid back interest free. They're not

16 even paying us interest on our money.

17 So we're referring to them, Sig Rogich, his

18 family trust or his et als. that would pay back money

19 that he benefitted from by getting an interest in

20 Eldorado Hills, LLC, moving forward. That's it.

21 BY MR. LIONEL:

22 Q. But you say that you relied on the

23 representations that they would honor the terms of the

24 agreement.

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. Are there such representations, or are you

2 relying on what the agreement says?

3 A. I'm relying on what the agreement says and

4 what we talked about earlier when I met with Sig Rogich,

5 and he looked me in the eye and said he would pay these

6 people back, and it was supposed to happen within the

7 month or two. We're not supposed to be waiting in 2014,

8 six years later.

9 He started making payments to Dunlap and

10 Rietz, and he said he was going to pay off Robert Ray,

11 and he wanted to pay everybody else off. That was the

12 intention. That's what the agreement was back then.

13 This Exhibit 1, I think, that you call it, which is the

14 purchase agreement, was supposed to be some

15 understanding of what we had agreed to, but, yes, he

16 told me face-to-face that he would pay us back.

17 Q. That's before the agreement was signed?

18 A. And after.

19 Q. And after. That's what you're referring to?

20 A. Yes. Yes.

21 Q. All right.

22 A. Thank you. I appreciate that.

23 Q. I'm entitled to find out what you're saying.

24 It's your complaint, not mine.

25 A. Yes, absolutely.
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1 Q. Paragraph 25, "As a direct result of the

2 actions of defendants, plaintiffs have been damaged in

3 an amount in excess of 10,000."

4 Is your answer to that the same one that you

5 gave me before --

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. -- to Paragraph 19?

8 A. Yes, sir.

9 Q. Paragraph 28.

10 A. Okay.

11 Q. "That the parties herein agree to uphold

12 certain obligations pursuant to their agreement;

13 specifically, defendant agreed to reasonably uphold the

14 terms of the agreement by remitting the requisite

15 payments required and reasonably maintaining the

16 membership interest to consummate the terms of the

17 agreement."

18 And what I'm asking you is, tell me what terms

19 of the agreement required Mr. Rogich or his trust to

20 reasonably maintain the membership interest.

21 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form. It calls

22 for a legal conclusion.

23 A. I mean, we can go back and basically reread

24 what I just read, but when he was -- when Rogich or his

25 trust was buying interests and agreeing to convert it or
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1 having us convert that to a noninterest-bearing debt,

2 it's reasonable at that time to state that he wouldn't

3 just give away millions of dollars of interest later on

4 because -- for whatever reason. So he didn't really

5 stay true to what this agreement was meant for, stating

6 that he's buying interests, and he's supposed to pay for

7 the interest.

8 I mean luckily, luckily we live in a pretty

9 great country that normally when you get something, you

10 do pay for it, and most people do receive payment. In

11 this case, we said, "Hey, we'll wait. Just pay us

12 later," and he just didn't pay us. He hasn't paid us.

13 In fact, I'd be okay right now if he said,

14 "I'm not paying you yet because we haven't sold it."

15 What we have a problem with is that he told us that he

16 just gave away the interest for free, you know.

17 BY MR. LIONEL:

18 Q. But is there a term in the agreement that says

19 he has to maintain his membership interest? That's all

20 I'm asking.

21 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

22 A. We're going to be in the same position on your

23 other point. I believe that he did not uphold the

24 agreement. Is there a specific term highlighting or

25 specifying him, hey, Sig, hereby agrees that he is not
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1 going to give away his interests for free without paying

2 the investors or the debt holders, no, there isn't a

3 specific sentence that says that, but there is a

4 specific sentence that says he's buying, and there is a

5 specific sentence that refers to him paying.

6 He just didn't get the paying part right. He

7 liked the buying part, but he didn't get the paying

8 part. He ate the meal at the restaurant for free and

9 walked out and did not uphold the implied agreement to

10 pay for the meal. That's what he did. Let's call the

11 spade the spade. He ate the food and didn't pay for it.

12 He dined and dashed. It's classic.

13 BY MR. LIONEL:

14 Q. He didn't receive any distributions, did he?

15 A. He received equity in a company that owns

16 property worth millions of dollars. So I think he did.

17 He received equity.

18 Q. At what point?

19 A. October of 2008.

20 Q. At that time.

21 Were there any distributions that Rogich

22 received after October 2008?

23 MR. McDONALD: I'll object to the extent that

24 it calls for speculation.

25 A. Yes.
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1 BY MR. LIONEL:

2 Q. Do you agree it calls for speculation,

3 Mr. Witness?

4 A. I'm not a lawyer. I don't know.

5 Q. What is your answer?

6 A. Are you being argumentative, Mr. Attorney?

7 Q. What's your answer?

8 A. I answered this already. I believe that -- I

9 believe that they have accepted distributions in other

10 forms that didn't properly go through the company, that

11 being Eldorado Hills, LLC.

12 Q. When was this?

13 A. Since that -- for example, since that gun club

14 has been running.

15 Q. Was this before --

16 A. After 2008, after October of 2008, right.

17 Q. What evidence do you have of that?

18 A. I know that there's a gun club there, and it

19 takes up about 60 acres. I know that the business is

20 running, and I know that businesses normally don't get

21 to stay at places for free. So either the gun club

22 bought the property and they paid Eliades and Rogich

23 outside of an escrow, they paid Rogich and Eliades

24 outside of Eldorado Hills, LLC, and did what they call

25 the good-guy deal. "Hey, we'll pay you 6 million, hey,
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1 we'll pay you 8 million, we'll pay you 15 million for

2 this 60 acres. We're just going to put it in this Swiss

3 account. We're going to put it in your kid's trust

4 account. We're going to put it in the name of some

5 other entity, and you know what? We're not going to pay

6 Eldorado Hills, but you're going to let us have this

7 property, or you're going to give us the right to buy it

8 down the road for a dollar."

9 I don't know, but the fact of the matter is

10 there is a business that runs there, and Eldorado Hills

11 evidently hasn't received one iota of payment or moneys.

12 So the only thing that a logical businessman would think

13 is they're getting something. Maybe they get free

14 bullets for life. Maybe they get free rifles. They

15 might get free rides on the golf carts that are really

16 nice around the gun club. I don't know. They might get

17 to shoot at the tank that they put out there. They

18 might get to ride in the tank. I don't know. But

19 there's definitely some benefit and/or distribution that

20 we're not seeing, you are not seeing because they don't

21 show you that either, and I'm not seeing because I'm not

22 an equity member, and I'm not out at the gun club.

23 So I don't know exactly, but it would stand to

24 reason that that business that functions out there is

25 providing some kind of benefit to Eldorado Hills, LLC,
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1 that neither you or I know. That's all I'm saying.

2 So I believe that, yes, there are

3 distributions. I just don't know what they are and when

4 they're given.

5 Q. Paragraph 29, "Rogich never provided verbal or

6 written notice of his intentions to transfer the

7 interests held in Eldorado, and this fact was not

8 discovered until other parties filed suit against

9 Eldorado and Rogich for other similar contract --

10 conduct." Excuse me.

11 Is there any term or provision in the

12 agreement that required that Rogich give you notice of

13 his intentions to transfer the interests?

14 MR. McDONALD: Objection, calls for a legal

15 conclusion.

16 MR. LIONEL: Why is that calling for a legal

17 conclusion?

18 MR. McDONALD: It's asking for him to

19 interpret the terms of the agreement.

20 MR. LIONEL: I'm asking for facts.

21 MR. McDONALD: Well, to the extent that it

22 calls for him to make a legal conclusion based on the

23 terms of the agreement, that's my objection.

24 A. As we sit here today, we're not aware -- maybe

25 you are, but we're not aware of proceeds or
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1 distributions that Mr. Rogich has received.

2 I think it's completely asinine to think and

3 presume that Mr. Rogich, as I know him, because I

4 officed with him for about five years and on one deal

5 that I did he made $11 million on, that he would just

6 walk away from a multimillion-dollar asset and not

7 receive anything.

8 So in answer to your question, if you just

9 read this agreement, it says said amount -- referring to

10 the 2.7 million and change, "Said amount shall be

11 payable to seller" -- that's Go Global -- "from future

12 distributions or proceeds." Okay?

13 BY MR. LIONEL:

14 Q. But I'm not asking you that. I'm going to

15 move to strike that.

16 I'm asking you simply with respect to whether

17 or not there are any terms or provisions --

18 A. Yes, the answer is yes.

19 Q. -- that he had to give written notice of his

20 intentions to transfer his interests? That's all.

21 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

22 A. The answer is yes.

23 BY MR. LIONEL:

24 Q. What are they?

25 A. Read that.
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1 Q. Read what?

2 A. What I just started to read. He's supposed to

3 pay when he gets distributions or proceeds. We don't

4 know what he's received. He doesn't tell us.

5 Q. I --

6 A. So he's supposed to tell us. He doesn't just

7 get to keep all the benefits. He doesn't just get to

8 keep valuable property. He doesn't get to keep the

9 benefit of that company without paying us. So I don't

10 know what he's received.

11 Q. I move to strike, and I'm going to read the

12 first part of Paragraph 29.

13 "Rogich never provided verbal or written

14 notice of his intentions to transfer the interests held

15 in Eldorado," and I'm asking you simply could you tell

16 me what terms or provisions in the agreement says that

17 he had to provide verbal or written notice of his

18 intentions to transfer the interests?

19 A. Okay. I'm just going to read the agreement,

20 okay, because you're asking me question after question.

21 So I think I better read it.

22 (Recess taken.)

23 MR. LIONEL: Back on the record.

24 A. So I think that after reading the agreement,

25 if Mr. Rogich would have paid us, he wouldn't have
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1 needed to notify us, but since he didn't pay us, he

2 should have at least notified us. The agreement doesn't

3 say he specifically needs to notify us, but in order to

4 get treated fairly, like I think we should have been

5 treated, and if he would have been upholding, you know,

6 just good faith, he would have called and said, "Hey,

7 I'm going to do this." He never did, and we found out

8 about it months later, and I just think that's messed

9 up.

10 BY MR. LIONEL:

11 Q. Still in Paragraph 29, it says the fact that

12 he had not discovered -- withdraw.

13 The Paragraph 29 says, "The transfer was not

14 discovered until other parties filed suit against

15 Eldorado and Rogich for other similar contract --

16 conduct." I did that twice.

17 Tell me why you say that, why you allege that

18 it was not discovered until other parties filed suit for

19 other similar conduct.

20 A. Right. Actually you made reference to this

21 earlier. We didn't get as complete as this, but it was

22 in 2012, in the fall or October, that Sig Rogich and I

23 were discussing the Antonio Nevada lawsuit which is, I

24 think, the reference, what it means here where it says,

25 "Other parties filed suit against Eldorado." That other
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1 party, I believe, only refers to Antonio Nevada, LLC,

2 and Mr. Rogich and I were discussing that lawsuit, and

3 at that time is when Sig revealed to me on the phone

4 that he had given his interest away already.

5 So I don't believe that even Mr. Rogich

6 planned on telling me that he gave away his interest.

7 It just came up when we were talking about the Antonio

8 Nevada lawsuit.

9 Q. But you're saying it was not discovered until

10 other parties filed suit against Eldorado and Rogich for

11 other similar conduct. What's the similar conduct?

12 A. Oh, I'm not that familiar with the details of

13 the Antonio Nevada lawsuit, but I believe Antonio Nevada

14 alleged that Sig Rogich and/or Eldorado Hills, LLC,

15 should have paid them money or owed them money. So

16 we're now saying in regards to Nanyah Vegas and Go

17 Global that Mr. Rogich walked away with money that we

18 believe he should have paid us. So that's the similar

19 conduct.

20 Q. You say he walked away with money owed to

21 Eldorado -- to Antonio Nevada?

22 A. No. I said in my opinion he's walked away

23 with money owed to Go Global and Nanyah, yes.

24 Q. Paragraph 31, "That each party agreed to

25 uphold the terms of the agreement upon execution of the
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1 agreement and as a result agreed to perform certain

2 duties."

3 They agreed to uphold. Is that something

4 besides what's in the agreement? I don't understand.

5 Where does that agreement appear?

6 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

7 A. The agreement is Exhibit 1, that purchase

8 agreement.

9 BY MR. LIONEL:

10 Q. Are you talking about what the agreement says,

11 nothing specific, though?

12 A. You know, what the agreement says and then

13 secondly those other documents that we talked about when

14 TELD came in. I think it kind of regurgitates the

15 agreement and adds to it. So I don't think that

16 Mr. Rogich has upheld his agreement -- his agreed-upon

17 terms.

18 Q. This is talking about that each party agreed

19 to uphold the terms of the agreement.

20 A. Right, the Exhibit 1.

21 Q. Is there a separate provision there which says

22 that Rogich or the trust will uphold the terms of the

23 agreement?

24 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

25 MR. LIONEL: It's an allegation in the
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1 complaint.

2 MR. McDONALD: I still think your question is

3 vague. I'm confused about your question. So I don't

4 think there is a problem with the complaint. I think

5 it's your question.

6 A. In 6(d) in the agreement, and we can read the

7 agreement again and again. I mean, you're obviously

8 just reading from the complaint. I mean, I think that

9 the writing is unclear, but 6(d) in the agreement says,

10 "Seller and buyer further represent and warrant that the

11 representations, and indemnification and payment

12 obligations made in this agreement shall survive

13 closing."

14 So he hasn't paid. Mr. Rogich hasn't paid,

15 and he informed us that he gave away his interests. So

16 I believe if we go back to your paragraph from the

17 complaint that you just read that you're asking about

18 where each party agreed to uphold the terms of the

19 agreement, I feel like he has not upheld his side of the

20 agreement. His interests have disappeared or been given

21 away, but he paid nothing for them. So --

22 BY MR. LIONEL:

23 Q. All I'm asking you is, is there something that

24 specifically says that each party agrees to uphold the

25 terms? That's all. I understand your point.
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1 A. Okay. Well, then if you understand it, that's

2 my answer, I guess.

3 Q. No, no, no. All I'm saying is there is no

4 specific provision in the agreement that says we're

5 going to uphold the terms.

6 A. Okay. Then what --

7 Q. That's your allegation in your complaint.

8 MR. McDONALD: Well, the allegation says that

9 execution of the agreement is what they agreed to uphold

10 the terms with.

11 MR. LIONEL: That's not what it says.

12 MR. McDONALD: Yes, it says upon execution of

13 the agreement -- they agree to uphold the terms of the

14 agreement upon execution.

15 MR. LIONEL: And as a result, agreed to

16 perform certain duties.

17 MR. McDONALD: Correct.

18 I'm sorry, are you asking -- are you asking

19 him if that is referring to any specific terms in the

20 agreement or just the agreement in general?

21 MR. LIONEL: Exactly, exactly. No, either

22 it's in there or it's not.

23 A. I think 6(d) is very close to that. It

24 doesn't use the exact words. I believe 6(d) is very

25 close, SR002014.
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1 BY MR. LIONEL:

2 Q. In 6(d)?

3 A. 6(d). It's SR002014 in the agreement.

4 Q. This is Paragraph 6. Okay?

5 A. Yes, so go to 6(d), right here, 6(d).

6 Q. "Seller and buyer further represent and

7 warrant that the representations, and indemnification

8 and payment obligations made in this agreement shall

9 survive closing." That's talking about surviving

10 closing.

11 A. Yes, that's part of it, but it also says that

12 the buyer represents and warrants that the

13 representations, indemnification and payment obligations

14 made in this agreement shall survive closing.

15 He never paid. Payment obligations. Payment

16 obligations isn't zero.

17 Q. You keep going off on that tack. All I'm

18 asking you is, tell me what provision of the agreement.

19 A. 6(d) is the answer.

20 Q. That's your answer. Anything else?

21 A. Oh, I don't know. I mean, again, I would have

22 to read this all again. At least 6(d), at least 6(d),

23 but you're as capable of reading this and going through

24 it as I am, at least 6(d).

25 MR. McDONALD: Which is a very important one.
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1 BY MR. LIONEL:

2 Q. Anything else you know?

3 A. Well, when we contacted Mr. Rogich through

4 Mr. McDonald's office, we asked them to notice us, as

5 7(a), in writing of certain facts. He never notified me

6 in writing.

7 Q. I didn't ask that, anything about 7. I'm

8 asking you have an allegation --

9 A. No, uphold the agreement. We're on --

10 Q. The agreement will uphold the agreement.

11 A. Yes, we're on 31. Well, he never notified

12 what he did with his interests and why he did it.

13 Q. I didn't ask you that. I'm asking you what in

14 the agreement said that they -- the parties agreed to

15 uphold the terms of the agreement? That's all.

16 A. Actually at the end, you said anything else,

17 is there anything else? So I said at least 6(d). I

18 also think 7(a).

19 Q. Notices. Is that what you're talking about?

20 A. Yes, notices.

21 Q. Anything else?

22 A. His signature.

23 Q. Anything else?

24 A. 5(a).

25 Q. Anything else?
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1 A. 3.

2 Q. Anything else?

3 A. And 2(a).

4 Q. Anything else?

5 A. No, I think that's it. I'd also like to

6 clarify a previous question you asked me. TELD does

7 appear in this agreement briefly. I think I answered

8 no, but I forgot about that. I don't think it's a big

9 deal but on Page 3 there at the bottom.

10 Q. Paragraph 32, "That defendant, Rogich has

11 failed to maintain the obligations which he agreed upon

12 as memorialized herein and in the agreement as described

13 herein and thereby failed to act in good faith and has

14 also failed to deal fairly in regards to upholding his

15 defined duties under the agreement."

16 When you say he "failed to maintain the

17 obligations which he agreed upon as memorialized

18 herein," what are you referring to? Are you referring

19 to obligations set forth in the complaint?

20 A. In the agreement.

21 Q. In the agreement?

22 A. Correct.

23 Q. "And as described herein, thereby failed to

24 act in good faith."

25 How did he fail to act in good faith?
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1 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

2 A. Well, if we go to 2(a) and 3, basically it

3 summarizes he's supposed to pay us money. He owes us

4 money. It says, "Buyer shall owe seller the sum of

5 2,747,000." He hasn't paid, and he gave us -- his

6 interest disappeared.

7 BY MR. LIONEL:

8 Q. "And also failed to deal fairly in regards to

9 upholding his defined duties under the agreement." Is

10 that the same answer?

11 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

12 MR. LIONEL: Counsel, I want to hear from the

13 witness.

14 MR. McDONALD: Right. I have my right to

15 object.

16 THE WITNESS: He said "same objection."

17 That's all he said.

18 MR. McDONALD: I wasn't talking to him. I was

19 just asserting an objection.

20 THE WITNESS: He did say it kind of low,

21 though.

22 BY MR. LIONEL:

23 Q. Is your answer the same as you just gave me,

24 he failed to pay?

25 A. Yes. I'd say that's part of the answer, the
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1 beginning of the answer, and the second part is if

2 you're going to give away your interest, the agreement

3 should say that you would notify -- says he should

4 notify us or at least tell us. So I'd add that.

5 Q. Paragraph 25.

6 A. 25 or 35?

7 Q. 25.

8 A. 25.

9 Q. Excuse me. Forgive me. Forgive me. How

10 about 33?

11 "As a direct result of the actions of

12 defendants, plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount in

13 excess of 10,000."

14 Same answer that you gave before to the two

15 paragraphs dealing with -- similar to Paragraph 33?

16 A. Yes, sir.

17 Q. Let's go to the third claim, Paragraph 37.

18 "Rogich represented at the time of the agreement that he

19 would remit payment to Huerta and Go Global as required,

20 yet knew or reasonably intended to transfer the acquired

21 interest to TELD, LLC, and furthermore knew that the

22 representations made by him in the agreement were in

23 fact false with regard to tendering repayment or

24 reasonably preserving the required interest so he could

25 repay the debt in the future."
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1 There's a lot in there.

2 A. Yes.

3 Q. And you know where I'm going to ask you.

4 A. No, not --

5 Q. What evidence do you have that Rogich knew or

6 reasonably intended to transfer the acquired interest at

7 the time of the agreement?

8 Let me go back a minute to the first sentence.

9 A. Okay.

10 Q. "Rogich represented at the time of the

11 agreement that he would remit payment to Huerta and Go

12 Global as required."

13 I understand what 2(a) says. Okay? What --

14 is there a specific representation besides that

15 someplace in the agreement that he's going to pay it as

16 it says in 2(a)?

17 A. Paragraph 3 of the agreement and also in

18 Paragraph 1 of the agreement.

19 Q. What?

20 A. Also in Paragraph 1 of the agreement.

21 Q. All right. Anything else?

22 A. No.

23 Q. Now it says, "Rogich knew or reasonably

24 intended to transfer the acquired interest to TELD."

25 Tell me about that. What evidence do you have
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1 of that?

2 A. I think the proof is in the pudding in the

3 fact that he did it and never told us and never paid us.

4 He actually did and didn't tell us until like eight

5 months after he did it, and he knew that we had four

6 point something million dollars hanging out there that

7 he agreed to pay us.

8 Q. Are you saying that in 2008 he intended to

9 transfer the interest to TELD, all the interest?

10 A. Yes, I am.

11 Q. What is your evidence of that?

12 A. This agreement says that, "Seller will

13 transfer and convey the membership interest to buyer,

14 and buyer will acquire the membership interest from

15 seller upon payment of the consideration set forth

16 herein at closing." This is in 2008.

17 He never pays us a dime, doesn't even take us

18 out to dinner, and in 2012, he transfers all of his

19 interests to TELD presumably, supposedly, purportedly

20 for free, but he actually didn't tell us that he did

21 that until eight months after he did it. That's a free

22 and clear --

23 Q. No, but did that mean four years earlier --

24 A. Yes, I think he planned it.

25 Q. You think he planned it?
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1 A. Yes.

2 Q. And I'm asking you what evidence do you have

3 of that?

4 A. I think the proof is in the pudding. He did

5 it. He transferred his interests away for free. What

6 else do we need?

7 Q. That's all you have?

8 A. Yes.

9 Q. Nothing else?

10 A. Yes.

11 Q. "And furthermore knew that the representations

12 made by him in the agreement were in fact false with

13 regard to tendering payment or reasonably preserving the

14 acquired interest so he could repay the debt in the

15 future."

16 How do you know that? What representations

17 are you talking about?

18 A. The representations are in the Exhibit 1 of

19 the agreement, this agreement, the purchase agreement.

20 He represents that he is going to pay moneys. In the

21 end, the fact is he doesn't pay moneys, and he walks

22 away for free, and he says -- he says, "Buyer shall owe

23 seller the sum of." He never paid. I don't think he

24 ever intended to pay, and I think he said, "Hey, I'll

25 get out of this. I'll hire a lawyer. It's cheaper not
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1 to pay. I think it's cheaper not to pay." So he didn't

2 pay. He gave away his interest. Again, eight months

3 later he tells us. That's my evidence.

4 It's like if we show up at the scene of a car

5 accident and there is a smashed car in the middle of an

6 intersection, we presume that there was an accident. We

7 didn't see the accident, but the car is all bashed up.

8 The guy is hurting. You know, he's not feeling very

9 well. You assume he's the driver. He smashed his car.

10 He took the money; he didn't pay.

11 Q. I'm asking you what representations did he

12 make in the agreement?

13 A. He said that he would pay us for our

14 interests.

15 Q. Was that a representation, or was that an

16 agreement?

17 A. It's a representation in the agreement.

18 Q. Do you know what a representation is?

19 MR. McDONALD: Objection, argumentative.

20 A. I believe so. He represented to us that he

21 was going via this agreement --

22 BY MR. LIONEL:

23 Q. Was there something in the agreement which he

24 said that -- you're talking about representation made by

25 him in the agreement were in fact false.
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1 I want to know what representation you're

2 talking about, what in the agreement?

3 MR. McDONALD: Asked and answered.

4 A. Where he was going to pay us for our

5 interests.

6 BY MR. LIONEL:

7 Q. Was that a representation?

8 MR. McDONALD: Same objection.

9 A. To my understanding, yes, it's a

10 representation in the agreement.

11 BY MR. LIONEL:

12 Q. That's what you're saying. That is the

13 representation, that he said he was going to pay it?

14 A. Yes, but, again, we also had meetings in his

15 office, and he told me to my face that he was going to

16 pay us all off, too. So it's not just this agreement,

17 not just this Exhibit 1.

18 Since you asked for anything else, I want to

19 make sure we're clear. He also told me to my face that

20 he would pay us.

21 Q. When did he do that?

22 A. In October of 2008 in his office and at Nevada

23 Title.

24 Q. But he never intended to pay you. That's what

25 you're saying?
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1 A. Yes, I am saying that.

2 Q. And that when he told you that in 2008, he was

3 not -- not being truthful with you you're saying. Is

4 that what you're saying?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. That's your position?

7 A. That's my position, in 2008.

8 Q. I understand.

9 A. I know. You didn't say it real clearly. I'm

10 making sure.

11 Q. Okay. All right. It's those representations

12 you just talked about that you relied upon. Okay?

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Let's go to Paragraph 45, "That Nanyah

15 intended to invest a million five into Eldorado as a

16 capital investment for the benefit of that company,

17 which represented a benefit to Eldorado."

18 How do you know he intended to invest it into

19 Eldorado as distinct from Canamex?

20 A. Okay. So Nanyah Vegas was controlled or is

21 controlled by a gentleman named Yoav Harlap. It's been

22 established that I actually flew to Israel to meet with

23 him. Subsequent to that meeting that occurred in his

24 house in Herzliya --

25 Q. On Herschel?
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1 A. Yes, and I flew back and had subsequent calls

2 with him.

3 At the time when I first met him, it was early

4 in 2007. The plan was that we were all going to go into

5 Canamex Nevada. All the information that had been sent

6 to him was about Canamex Nevada. It took awhile to

7 consummate that deal and for him to invest.

8 By the time he actually did invest, we

9 realized we're not going to do the Canamex deal. We're

10 not going to merge into the Giroux property. We're just

11 going to stick to our Eldorado Hills 160-acre property.

12 So he sent the money to Canamex Nevada. Then I said,

13 "Hey, look, Canamex isn't going to go forward right now.

14 We're just going to put the money into Eldorado Hills,

15 LLC. It's going to be capital contributed into Eldorado

16 Hills, LLC."

17 So I had the conversations with Mr. Harlap.

18 The money went from Canamex into Eldorado Hills, LLC,

19 which was more appropriate knowing that Canamex Nevada

20 wasn't going to own any property. Eldorado Hills did

21 own property, a valuable property in my opinion. So his

22 money went into Eldorado Hills, LLC, as it should have.

23 So that's how I know. I had the relationship with

24 Mr. Harlap.

25 Q. I think you just said -- correct me if I'm
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1 wrong -- that when the million five came into Canamex,

2 you called Harlap and told him that you were going to

3 put it into Eldorado?

4 A. No, that's not what I said. I think that the

5 way it happened was I met with him early in '07 when we

6 were talking about Canamex. All the information I had

7 given him was about Canamex. By the time he agreed to

8 invest, he still had the Canamex information. I must

9 have sent it to him a long time before he wired it.

10 It would have been more appropriate for him to

11 just wire the money directly into Eldorado Hills, LLC.

12 About seven or eight months had passed, and the goal or

13 the terms of the Eldorado Hills project had changed. We

14 were no longer doing Canamex. He should have just sent

15 the money into Eldorado Hills, LLC. I didn't catch it

16 before he wired the money, but within a day or two --

17 you have the bank statement -- the money went from

18 Canamex right into Eldorado Hills, LLC.

19 Sig was aware of that as we discussed it. The

20 money should have just been sent into Eldorado Hills,

21 LLC. By the time Mr. Harlap invested, we were pretty

22 sure the Canamex Nevada deal wasn't going to go forward

23 at that point, still had a little bit of hopes that it

24 would, but it wasn't going forward at that time. So the

25 money went into Eldorado Hills. So I knew that.
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1 Q. So the money came into the Canamex account,

2 right?

3 A. Right.

4 Q. Which you had control over?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. And did you notify Mr. Harlap and say -- I

7 think you said before that when you got that money, you

8 called him?

9 A. No, I think what I said before is that when we

10 got the money, that we called Sig and let him know that

11 the money arrived. You asked was Sig aware of that.

12 That's what I remember I answered.

13 Q. No, I did not ask that question.

14 A. Yes, you did. You can go back --

15 Q. The record will show it.

16 A. Yes, correct.

17 Q. Are you saying that when you got that money,

18 you didn't call Mr. Harlap? Is that what you're saying

19 now?

20 A. I don't remember if I called him when I got

21 the money. I'm answering specifically to Mr. Harlap. I

22 don't recall at this point calling him and saying the

23 money went into Canamex instead of Eldorado. I don't

24 recall that.

25 Q. Did you ever tell him that?
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1 A. Sure.

2 Q. When did you tell him that?

3 A. I met with him again in -- I would talk to him

4 periodically, send him e-mails, but I met with him again

5 in December -- in Israel, December 30th, I think,

6 2000 -- I believe it was '10, maybe '11, and we

7 discussed the deal, discussed where Eldorado was at, and

8 he knew then.

9 Oh, and prior to that, in 2008, when we

10 were -- we, Mr. Rogich and I, were out raising money for

11 Eldorado Hills, Pete Eliades was one potential investor

12 that we were discussing the project with.

13 I also called Mr. Harlap and said we're

14 raising money, told him about the FDIC situation and the

15 loan, and I said, "This would be a time that you can

16 increase your membership percentage in Eldorado if you

17 invest more money and help pay the loan down." We're

18 talking to other investors at the time. Eliades was one

19 of them, and there was another investor that Sig knew.

20 I can't remember. He's a poker player, though.

21 And so I told him, "Are you willing to invest

22 more money?" And so I went over the transaction, went

23 over the fact that the NDOT interchange was still in

24 line, but they hadn't started construction yet, and he

25 said, "No, I'm just going to leave my $1.5 million in
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1 the project as it is." So I said okay.

2 So then right after that, within a month or

3 two is when the Eliades transaction was formalized,

4 signed, and kind of the rest is history. Eliades came

5 in with Rogich who agreed to pay us our money.

6 Q. Between the time that the million five was

7 wired, how often have you talked to Mr. Harlap?

8 A. How often? In the first year, much more

9 often. So I probably spoke with him and/or e-mailed him

10 seven or eight times. After that, I met with him once

11 and probably e-mailed him once a year.

12 MR. LIONEL: Can we have those e-mails,

13 Counsel? Both lawyers.

14 THE WITNESS: I don't know if I have them. I

15 don't know if I save them that far back.

16 BY MR. LIONEL:

17 Q. Did you ever tell Mr. Harlap about the

18 consulting fee?

19 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

20 BY MR. LIONEL:

21 Q. The 1,420,000.

22 A. We talked about that during the last

23 deposition of Nanyah Vegas. You keep calling it a

24 consulting fee. It was reclassified and was not a

25 consulting fee.
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1 Q. Reclassified as what?

2 A. It was a loan payment back to Go Global, which

3 has been described ad nauseam during this deposition.

4 Go Global had put in $4,100,000. It was paid back the

5 $1.42 million, a loan payment. It was not a consulting

6 fee. Melissa didn't want it as a consulting fee, and

7 you referred to that during the Nanyah Vegas PMK. You

8 didn't complete that thought, and I sat there and

9 thought about it later. You got the times confused when

10 her and I got into the discussion. You tried to pin it

11 on an earlier time period in an unrelated topic. She

12 didn't want it to be a consulting fee, and then we

13 reclassified it, and it was just treated as a loan

14 payment back to Go Global, not a consulting fee.

15 So it wasn't a consulting fee, and it didn't

16 end up being a consulting fee, and I did not pay taxes

17 on it as a consulting fee.

18 Q. Did you tell Mr. Harlap that Go Global

19 received 1,420,000 coming as a result of the payment, of

20 him sending a million five?

21 A. Yes.

22 Q. You told him that?

23 A. Yes.

24 Q. When did you tell him that?

25 A. I don't remember the exact date but after he
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1 invested, and he was aware. He's gotten a breakdown of

2 what I invested in the deal, that after his money, my

3 net ended up being $2.7 million. Mr. Rogich invested

4 2.1 million and change into the deal. My other investor

5 invested 283,000 and change, that was Robert Ray, and

6 then he's aware that Eliades came in and paid off the

7 FDIC loan.

8 Q. You've not answered my question.

9 A. Yes, I did. I told you that after he

10 invested, I told him, and he also --

11 Q. Told him what?

12 A. That the -- where his money went, and he knows

13 the net amount invested in the Eldorado Hills by all

14 parties.

15 Q. Does he know that his money went to a money

16 market account of Eldorado and that a million four

17 twenty was taken out and given to Go Global?

18 A. He doesn't know about the money market part,

19 no, I don't think --

20 Q. Does he know -- he knows about the million

21 four twenty?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. What did you tell him about the million four

24 twenty?

25 A. I don't remember the exact conversation.
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1 There is no way that I would remember it. He knows that

2 I had advanced over $4 million or I had invested over $4

3 million into Eldorado and that we were raising money for

4 the project and that some of my $4 million was an

5 advancement, and I was going to get paid back supposedly

6 about a million five of it, which I didn't get in full

7 because Sig Rogich and I were supposed to be equal

8 members in it, and I was supposed to be at an equal part

9 with Sig, and he was coming in as an investor

10 additionally to Sig and I.

11 And then Robert Ray was also an investor, but

12 we were also talking to Dr. Nagy and one other guy, and

13 they never ended up investing. Those were Sig's

14 investors. So he knows all about that.

15 Q. But does he know specifically about the

16 million four twenty?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And he knows that it came out of his million

19 five?

20 MR. McDONALD: Object to form.

21 A. Yes.

22 BY MR. LIONEL:

23 Q. He knows that?

24 A. Yes.

25 Q. When did you tell him that?
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1 MR. McDONALD: Asked and answered.

2 A. After he invested the million five.

3 BY MR. LIONEL:

4 Q. How long after?

5 A. I don't remember.

6 Q. Did you tell it to him in December of 2007?

7 A. I don't remember.

8 Q. How about 2008?

9 A. Yes, in 2008, sometime in 2008 for sure.

10 Q. Is that in the e-mails, or was that --

11 A. No. I would talk to him, yes, and I met with

12 him twice physically.

13 Q. Do you remember whether this was something you

14 told him face-to-face when you met with him?

15 A. Yes, correct.

16 Q. And what did he say?

17 A. He didn't say anything about that. He knew,

18 he knew before he invested what that money was for and

19 that Go Global had advanced a bunch of money for

20 Eldorado Hills, LLC.

21 Q. Are you saying that Mr. Harlap knew when he

22 wired that million five that you were going to take out

23 of there a million four twenty and give it to Go Global?

24 Is that what you're saying?

25 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form, misstates
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1 testimony.

2 A. Yes.

3 BY MR. LIONEL:

4 Q. And he agreed to that?

5 A. Yes.

6 Q. When did he agree to that?

7 A. As part of his investment. We met and talked

8 about the investment.

9 Q. But we're talking about the million four

10 twenty out of the money that he wired in.

11 A. Yes, it was supposed to be a million five that

12 Go Global was going to be repaid. Go Global ended up

13 leaving some of the money in Eldorado Hills, LLC.

14 Q. And he knew that you would get the million

15 five?

16 A. Yes, in essence Go Global would have increased

17 its interests in Eldorado Hills, LLC, by the investments

18 it had made because at that time Mr. Rogich and I were

19 the majority members of Eldorado Hills, LLC. Okay? So

20 it was either Go Global increased its membership

21 interest or Go Global would keep its membership interest

22 where it was at and bring in another investor.

23 He was in essence taking a percentage of Go

24 Global's interest, he being Harlap, taking a percentage

25 of what Go Global's interests were.
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1 If we take the pro rata share of the $4.1

2 million compared to all the capital invested into

3 Eldorado Hills, LLC, of which Rogich was part of, Go

4 Global would have been a much greater percentage-wise

5 owner than Rogich. Go Global would have been majority

6 or the largest investor.

7 When Nanyah agreed to come in, he was going to

8 become a member of our group, Eldorado Hills or Canamex.

9 It was going to be one or the other. Canamex didn't

10 happen. So when he came in, he in essence took what

11 would have been Go Global's interests at a total of $4.1

12 million down to the $2.7 million, and he was supposed to

13 own a percentage of Eldorado Hills, LLC.

14 That never was formalized. So he didn't get

15 it on paper. We didn't give him a K-1, but he's

16 supposed to have an interest in Eldorado Hills, LLC, and

17 he knew that he was taking out a percentage of my

18 membership in the company.

19 Q. And he knew that the million four twenty would

20 be taken out of the million five he wired?

21 A. He knew that it would be a million five. I

22 didn't end up taking all million five. Go Global didn't

23 take all million five. It only took a million four

24 twenty.

25 Q. Why was that?
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1 A. Because Eldorado Hills needed money for

2 something at the time, and I left it in because I knew

3 the company needed capital, and Sig's investor didn't

4 come in like he was supposed to.

5 Q. Getting back to Mr. Harlap -- you're giving me

6 a lot of -- strike that.

7 You're telling me that he knew that a million

8 four twenty was given to Go Global which came out of his

9 million five?

10 A. He knew that it was going to be a million

11 five. I didn't tell him Go Global left 80,000.

12 Q. He knew that the million five would be for

13 what purpose?

14 A. Mr. Lionel, we have -- I wish I had a

15 chalkboard. Go Global had $4,100,000 invested in the

16 company at one time. When he agreed to invest, he was

17 going to reduce Go Global's interest in Eldorado Hills,

18 LLC, by a million five. That was the purpose. So he

19 was going to replace Go Global to a certain extent. Go

20 Global still had money invested in Eldorado Hills, LLC.

21 So he wasn't fully replacing Go Global with his purchase

22 of a million five. He was taking a portion of Go

23 Global's interests.

24 Q. And he knew that?

25 A. Yes.
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1 Q. It wasn't that he was putting equity into

2 Eldorado, but he was taking part of Go Global's

3 interests.

4 MR. McDONALD: Object to the form.

5 BY MR. LIONEL:

6 Q. Is that right?

7 A. Rephrase that question. I don't understand

8 your question.

9 Q. You don't understand the question?

10 And the money was going to go back to Go

11 Global to lower the interest -- reduce the interest of

12 Go Global?

13 A. Correct.

14 Q. And he knew that?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And that's why he was sending a million five?

17 A. Yes. He was buying into the Eldorado Hills

18 project, just like Pete Eliades bought in, same way.

19 When Pete came in or TELD came in, he took a percentage

20 of Eldorado Hills, LLC, I think 60 percent. Who gave up

21 their interest for that? Other investors. He bought

22 our interest. Nanyah Vegas and Yoav Harlap was aware of

23 that as well. He said he realized that he was going to

24 have lesser interest, just like Go Global. Go Global

25 just was referred down to a noninterest-bearing debt at
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1 the time in October of 2008, but Eliades bought a big

2 chunk of interest, same type of transaction.

3 Q. Why was there no agreement with Harlap?

4 A. I'm going to try to keep it simple because

5 I've already explained it. Harlap and I have a good

6 relationship. If he sends $1.5 million, it's supposed

7 to go into an investment. He invests all over the

8 world.

9 There should have been an agreement -- but

10 things changed rather dramatically in '07 and '08 -- or

11 some document. I never gave it to him, not on purpose,

12 but when Sig came in with Pete Eliades and says, "Hey,

13 we're going to buy everybody out, we have a agreement,"

14 I put Harlap in. Sig was supposed to pay money back.

15 Harlap is also in the agreement when Eliades

16 came in. Things were happening fast. A lot was going

17 on. Nanyah Vegas is in the agreement. I didn't give

18 him a certificate or a membership in Eldorado Hills,

19 LLC. I forgot to do it, and I explained that earlier.

20 It wasn't something that we ran like these

21 companies, like if it's a publicly traded company. It

22 was closely held. When I advanced the money into

23 Eldorado Hills, LLC, the $4.1 million that I had at one

24 point and was adding money throughout the time period

25 leading up to that amount, I didn't charge Eldorado
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1 Hills, LLC, interest like most banks would or you would

2 or your Lionel foundation would. I didn't charge Sig

3 interest for that $4.1 million. I just put the money in

4 because the company needed the money.

5 Q. And you didn't charge it interest?

6 A. I didn't charge it interest.

7 Q. At all?

8 A. At all.

9 Q. For any of the advances?

10 A. For any. Oh, no, at the end, I did, but I

11 never got paid on that anyway. I think I ended up

12 sticking in $120,000 to make one last payment because

13 Sig again didn't have the money. I said, "I want to get

14 paid interest on this," because I needed to go borrow

15 that money myself.

16 Q. How much interest?

17 A. Oh, I don't remember.

18 Q. 22 percent?

19 A. Maybe. Yeah, okay, so you know about it.

20 Yeah, but I had to borrow it.

21 Q. Of course I know about it.

22 A. Yeah, okay, so I had to borrow it. So I

23 charged interest, but the rest of the money, the $4

24 million, I didn't charge any interest to the company. I

25 could have.
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1 I got negative 22 percent is what I got, plus.

2 Invest with Sig Rogich and you get negative.

3 Q. Paragraph 48, "Unknown to Nanyah, Rogich and

4 Eldorado decided afterwards" -- that would be after

5 October 2008 -- "they were not going to repay Nanyah or

6 buy out their equity interest."

7 How do you know what they decided, just

8 because they didn't?

9 A. Mr. Lionel, do we not know -- I'm making a

10 statement. Do we not know now that Rogich claims that

11 he gave away his interest in Eldorado Hills, LLC, or is

12 that a fact that is going to be in dispute by your side?

13 Q. I'm going to ask the questions.

14 A. Okay. So from what I've been told,

15 Mr. Lionel, Mr. Rogich has given away his interest in

16 Eldorado Hills, LLC. So this statement, 48, that you

17 like to read here, "Unknown to Nanyah, Rogich and

18 Eldorado decided afterwards that they were not going to

19 repay Nanyah or buy out their equity interest," we know

20 that -- well, I believe -- I haven't seen the document,

21 according to what Mr. Rogich has said, he's given away

22 his interest in Eldorado Hills, LLC. So he didn't pay

23 Nanyah. He plans on not paying him from what he told

24 me. He says, "I gave away my interest so I don't have

25 to pay anything." That's what Sig told me in October of
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1 2012.

2 Q. When did he tell you that?

3 A. October of 2012.

4 Q. Was that in the phone call you're talking

5 about?

6 A. In a phone call, yeah. Maybe it was

7 September, but I think it was October.

8 Q. That's the one phone call you've talked about?

9 A. Yes, and then we followed up with

10 correspondence to Mr. Rogich.

11 Q. What did you say when he said that?

12 A. You already asked me that question. I said,

13 "Sig, that doesn't sound right. How can you give away?

14 What did you get for it?" He said, "Nothing."

15 And, again, he told me about seven or eight

16 months after he purportedly gave away his interest. He

17 never told me when he did it, at the time that he did

18 it.

19 Q. Paragraph 51 talks about, "As a direct result

20 of the actions of defendants, plaintiffs have been

21 damaged in an amount in excess of $10,000."

22 Is that basically what you said before?

23 A. Yes. Nanyah Vegas hasn't paid any legal fees

24 in this yet, but they will. So I'm sure it's going to

25 be a lot more than $10,000.
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1 And, again, same thing for them, yes, he could

2 have had the million and a half and at least earned

3 interest on it.

4 MR. LIONEL: I think that's all that I have.

5 THE WITNESS: That's great.

6 MR. McDONALD: Let's go off the record.

7 (Whereupon, there was a discussion off the

8 record.)

9 MR. McDONALD: I don't have any questions.

10 THE REPORTER: Mr. McDonald, do you want a

11 copy of the transcript?

12 MR. McDONALD: Yes, just an eTran.

13 THE REPORTER: And the exhibits?

14 MR. McDONALD: Do you think we'll want the

15 exhibits, Carlos?

16 THE WITNESS: We have them here. So no.

17 MR. McDONALD: And send it to my office, and

18 I'll notify him.

19 (Whereupon, the deposition ws concluded at

20 3:30 p.m.)

21

22

23

24

25
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18 * * * * *

19 I, CARLOS A. HUERTA, witness herein, do hereby
certify and declare under penalty of perjury the within

20 and foregoing transcription to be my deposition in said
action; that I have read, corrected, and do hereby affix

21 my signature to said deposition.

22
______________________

23 CARLOS A. HUERTA

24
This _______day of _____________, 2014

25
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1 CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

2 STATE OF NEVADA )
) ss.

3 COUNTY OF CLARK )

4
I, Marilyn L. Speciale, a duly certified court

5 reporter licensed in and for the State of Nevada, do
hereby certify:

6
That I reported the taking of the deposition

7 of the witness, CARLOS A. HUERTA, at the time and place
aforesaid;

8
That prior to being examined, the witness was

9 by me duly sworn to testify to the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth;

10
That I thereafter transcribed my shorthand

11 notes into typewriting and that the typewritten
transcript of said deposition is a complete, true and

12 accurate record of testimony provided by the witness at
said time to the best of my ability.

13
I further certify (1) that I am not a

14 relative, employee or independent contractor of counsel
of any of the parties; nor a relative, employee or

15 independent contractor of the parties involved in said
action; nor a person financially interested in the

16 action; nor do I have any other relationship with any of
the parties or with counsel of any of the parties

17 involved in the action that may reasonably cause my
impartiality to be questioned; and (2) that transcript

18 review pursuant to NRCP 30(e) was requested.

19 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand in the County of Clark, State of Nevada, this 10th

20 day of May, 2014.

21

22 ____________________________________
MARILYN L. SPECIALE, CRR,RPR,CCR#749

23

24

25
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DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

CARLOS A. HUERTA, an individual;
CARLOS A. HUERTA as Trustee of THE
ALEXANDER CHRISTOPHER TRUST, a
Trust established in Nevada as assignee of
interests of GO GLOBAL, INC., a Nevada
Corporation; NANYAH VEGAS, LLC, A
Nevada limited liability company,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

SIG ROGICH aka SIGMUND ROGICH as
Trustee of The Rogich Family Irrevocable
Trust; ELDORADO HILLS, LLC, a Nevada
limited liability company; DOES I-X; and/or
ROE CORPORATIONS I-X, inclusive,

Defendants.
_______________________________________
NANYAH VEGAS, LLC, a Nevada limited
liability company,

Plaintiff,
vs.

TELD, LLC, a Nevada limited liability
company; PETER ELIADES, individually and
as Trustee of The Eliades Survivor Trust of
10/30/08; SIGMUND ROGICH, individually
and as Trustee of The Rogich Family
Irrevocable Trust; IMITATIONS, LLC, a
Nevada limited liability company; DOES I-X;
and/or ROE CORPORATIONS I-X, inclusive,

Defendants.

Case No. A-13-686303-C
Dept. No. XXVII

DEFENDANT ELDORADO HILLS,
LLC’S OPPOSITION TO NANYAH
VEGAS, LLC’S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Hearing Date: March 6, 2019
Hearing Time: 10:00 a.m.

CONSOLIDATED WITH:

Case No. A-16-746239-C

OMSJ (CIV)
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

Nevada Bar No. 1462
JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Nevada Bar No. 10125
BAILEYKENNEDY
8984 Spanish Ridge Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89148-1302
Telephone: 702.562.8820
Facsimile: 702.562.8821
DKennedy@BaileyKennedy.com
JLiebman@BaileyKennedy.com

Attorneys for Defendant
ELDORADO HILLS, LLC

Case Number: A-13-686303-C

Electronically Filed
2/15/2019 11:15 AM
Steven D. Grierson
CLERK OF THE COURT
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DEFENDANT ELDORADO HILLS, LLC’S OPPOSITION TO NANYAH VEGAS, LLC’S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Defendant Eldorado Hills, LLC (“Eldorado”) opposes Nanyah Vegas, LLC’s (“Nanyah”)

Motion for Summary Judgment (“Nanyah’s SJ Motion”).1 This Opposition is based on the

following Memorandum of Points of Authorities, the exhibits to the related briefs, and any oral

argument heard by the Court.

DATED this 15th day of February, 2019.

BAILEYKENNEDY

By: /s/ Joseph A. Liebman
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Attorneys for Defendant
ELDORADO HILLS, LLC

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanyah’s description of this Court’s Summary Judgment Order is cut from whole cloth.2

This Court never made any findings of fact or conclusions of law that “Eldorado had an ‘obligation’

to repay Nanyah its $1.5 million” or that “the Rogich Trust agreed to repay Nanyah its $1.5 million

investment on Eldorado’s behalf.”3 Quite to the contrary, the Summary Judgment Order includes

specific findings that “the Rogich Trust shall remain solely responsible for any claims by [Nanyah]

as set forth in this section above,” and that “any amounts owing to [Nanyah], or who shall otherwise

claim an ownership interest based upon contributions or advances directly or indirectly to Eldorado

made prior to the date of this agreements, shall be satisfied solely by the Rogich Trust.”4 Simply, if

1 Eldorado does not oppose Nanyah’s Motion to Extend the Dispositive Motion Deadline.

2 The “Summary Judgment Order” refers to this Court’s October 5, 2018 Order: (1) Granting Defendants Peter
Eliades, Individually and as Trustee of the Eliades Survivor Trust of 10/30/08, and Teld, LLC’s Motion for Summary
Judgment; and (2) Denying Nanyah Vegas, LLC’s Countermotion for Summary Judgment

3 Nanyah’s SJ Mot., 3:8-11, filed Jan. 30, 2019.

4 Summary Judgment Order, 5:4-15 (emphasis added).
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the Rogich Trust is “solely responsible,” Eldorado is not liable, and thus, Nanyah’s SJ Motion

should be denied.

Nanyah’s SJ Motion should be denied for numerous other reasons. First, as set forth in

Eldorado’s Motion for Summary Judgment, Nanyah cannot pursue an equitable unjust enrichment

claim against Eldorado when it has an adequate contractual remedy at law against the Rogich Trust

(as this Court already determined in the Summary Judgment Order). Second, Nanyah abandoned

and waived its implied-in-fact contract claim over five years ago by voluntarily omitting it from its

Amended Complaint. Third, Nanyah did not provide sufficient evidence of the obligations

comprising this supposed implied-in-fact contract, as required under binding Nevada precedent.

Fourth, the Court has already ruled that there are genuine issues of material fact with respect to

Eldorado’s statute of limitations defense. Thus, Nanyah’s SJ Motion must be denied.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Nanyah’s Claim Against Eldorado.

On July 31, 2013, Carlos Huerta (“Huerta”), Go Global, Inc. (“Go Global”), and Nanyah

initiated a lawsuit against Sig Rogich (“Rogich”), the Rogich Family Irrevocable Trust (the “Rogich

Trust”), and Eldorado. Huerta and Go Global’s claims have since been dismissed. With respect to

Nanyah, it initially filed claims against Eldorado for unjust enrichment and breach of implied

agreement.5 After Eldorado filed a Motion to Dismiss addressing both claims, Nanyah filed an

Amended Complaint, repleading its unjust enrichment claim (alleging that Eldorado was responsible

for returning its $1,500,000.00 investment) and omitting its breach of implied agreement claim.6

Although Nanyah’s unjust enrichment claim was later dismissed due to expiration of the statute of

limitations, the Nevada Supreme Court reversed and remanded, and that claim remains pending to

this day.7

5 Compl., 7:18-9:2, filed July 31, 2013.

6 See generally Am. Compl., Case No. A-13-686303-C, filed Oct. 21, 2013.

7 A separate lawsuit was filed by Nanyah on November 4, 2016, against Rogich, the Rogich Trust, and
Imitations, LLC (collectively, the “Rogich Defendants”), as well as Peter Eliades, Teld, LLC (“Teld”), and the Eliades
Survivor Trust of 10/30/08 (collectively, the “Eliades Defendants”). (See generally Compl., Case No. A-16-746239-C,
filed November 4, 2016.) That matter was consolidated with Case No. A-13-686303-C. The Eliades Defendants are no
longer parties to this case, as this Court entered summary judgment in their favor on every one of Nanyah’s claims. (See
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A. The Relevant History of Eldorado.

Eldorado was formed in 2005 for the purpose of owning and developing approximately 161

acres of land near Boulder City, Nevada. Eldorado was originally comprised of Go Global (100%

owned by Huerta) and the Rogich Trust.8

In 2007, Huerta contacted Nanyah to invest. In December of 2007, Nanyah wired

$1,500,000.00, which eventually was deposited (temporarily) into Eldorado’s bank account.9 In

October of 2008, approximately ten months later, Teld purchased a 1/3 interest in Eldorado for

$3,000,000.00. Concurrently, the Flangas Trust purchased a 1/3 interest in Eldorado for

$3,000,000.00, which was subsequently transferred to Teld when the Flangas Trust backed out of the

deal. Because Teld ended up with a larger percentage of Eldorado than originally contemplated, it

was later agreed that the Rogich Trust would re-acquire 6.67% of Eldorado from Teld. As a result of

these transactions, Go Global (i.e., Huerta) no longer owned an Eldorado membership interest, Teld

owned 60% of Eldorado, and the Rogich Trust owned 40% of Eldorado.10

B. The Relevant Agreements.

These transactions were memorialized into various written agreements. Nanyah was not

included as a named signatory on the agreements—however, they explicitly confirmed that the

Rogich Trust agreed to the obligation to pay Nanyah the $1,500,000.00 it supposedly invested into

Eldorado.11 In fact, the relevant agreements, which memorialized these various transactions, state

that the Rogich Trust—not Eldorado—would be “solely responsible” for Nanyah’s claim.

Specifically, the relevant agreements state the following:

 October 30, 2008 Purchase Agreement between Go Global, Huerta, and the Rogich Trust:

 “[Go Global and Huerta], however, will not be responsible to pay the Exhibit A

Claimants their percentage or debt. This will be [the Rogich Trust’s] obligation,

generally Summary Judgment Order.)

8 Summary Judgment Order, ¶ 1.

9 Id., ¶ 2.

10 Id., ¶ 3.

11 Id., ¶ 4.
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moving forward….”12

 October 30, 2008 Membership Interest Purchase Agreement between the Rogich Trust,

Teld, Go Global, and Huerta:

 “It is the current intention of [the Rogich Trust] that such amounts be confirmed or

converted to debt, with no obligation to participate in capital calls or monthly

payments, a pro-rata distribution at such time as [Eldorado’s] real property is sold or

otherwise disposed of. Regardless of whether this intention is realized, [the Rogich

Trust] shall remain solely responsible for any claims by the above referenced

entities set forth in this section above.”13

 “The ‘pro-rata distributions’ hereinabove referenced shall mean equal one-third

shares pursuant to the ownership set forth in Section 3 above, provided, that any

amounts owing to those entities set forth on Exhibit ‘D,’ or who shall otherwise claim

an ownership interest based upon contributions or advances directly or indirectly to

[Eldorado] made prior to the date of this agreement, shall be satisfied solely by [the

Rogich Trust].”14

B. The Summary Judgment Order.

The Summary Judgment Order contains the following relevant findings of fact and

conclusions of law:

 “The Rogich Trust specifically agreed to assume the obligation to pay Nanyah its percentage

interest in Eldorado or to pay Nanyah its $1,500,000 invested into Eldorado.”

 “Seller Go Global, however, will not be responsible to pay the Exhibit A claimants their

percentage or debt. This will be Buyer[] The Rogich Trust’s obligation. The Exhibit A

Claimants include Nanyah and its $1,500,000.00 investment.”

 “[T]he Rogich Trust shall remain solely responsible for any claims by any of the above

referenced entities set forth in this section above.”

12 Id., ¶ 5(a)(ii).

13 Id., ¶ 5(b)(vii).

14 Id., ¶ 5(b)(viii).
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 “[A]ny amounts owing to those entities set forth on Exhibit ‘D,’ or who shall otherwise claim

an ownership interest based upon contributions or advances directly or indirectly to Eldorado

made prior to the date of this agreement, shall be satisfied solely by the Rogich Trust.”

 “The October 30, 2008, Purchase Agreement states that the Rogich Trust specifically agreed

to assume the obligation to pay Nanyah its percentage or debt.”15

III. ARGUMENT

A. Legal Standard for Summary Judgment.

“Summary judgment is appropriate and ‘shall be rendered forthwith’ when the pleadings and

other evidence on file demonstrate that no ‘genuine issue as to any material fact [remains] and that

the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.’” Wood v. Safeway, Inc., 121 Nev.

724, 729, 121 P.3d 1026, 1029 (2005) (quoting N.R.C.P. 56(c)).

B. The Summary Judgment Order Does Not Provide a Basis for Summary Judgment in
Nanyah’s Favor.

An unjust enrichment claim only exists when the plaintiff confers a benefit on the defendant,

the defendant appreciates such benefit, and there is acceptance and retention by the defendant of

such benefit under circumstances such that it would be inequitable for him to retain the benefit

without payment of the value thereof. Unionamerica Mortg. and Equity Trust v. McDonald, 97 Nev.

210, 212, 626 P.2d 1272, 1273 (1981) (citation omitted). The plaintiff “must establish each element

of unjust enrichment.” Certified Fire Prot., Inc. v. Precision Constr. Inc., 128 Nev. 371, 381, 283

P.3d 250, 257 (2012).

Nanyah based the entirety of its SJ Motion on this Court’s findings of fact and conclusions of

law in the Summary Judgment Order—an Order which dismissed all of Nanyah’s claims against

the Eliades Defendants. Nanyah somehow argues that this Court’s Summary Judgment Order

fulfilled each and every one of the required elements of its unjust enrichment claim (as well as an

abandoned implied-in-fact agreement theory). Wrong. The Summary Judgment Order does not

contain any findings which are sufficient to impose any Eldorado liability. Although it states that

15 See generally Summary Judgment Order, ¶¶ 4, 5(a)(ii), 5(b)(vii), 5(b)(viii), 7 (emphasis added).
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Nanyah’s funds were ultimately invested into Eldorado, there are absolutely no findings regarding

use of the funds, acceptance of the funds, retention of the funds, or whether or not Eldorado (as

opposed to the Rogich Trust and Go Global) actually benefitted from the funds. Further, and more

importantly, there are no findings that Eldorado agreed to pay back Nanyah, or that Eldorado was

liable for Nanyah’s so-called investment.16 On the contrary, there is a specific finding that “the

Rogich Trust shall remain solely responsible for any claims by [Nanyah] as set forth in this section

above.”17 The Court also found that “any amounts owing to [Nanyah], or who shall otherwise claim

an ownership interest based upon contributions or advances directly or indirectly to Eldorado made

prior to the date of this agreements, shall be satisfied solely by the Rogich Trust.”18 Clearly, if the

Rogich Trust is “solely responsible,” Eldorado is not liable. Thus, Nanyah’s SJ Motion must be

denied as it relates to Eldorado.19

C. Nanyah’s Equitable Unjust Enrichment Claim is Barred Because It Has an Adequate
Remedy at Law.

Unjust enrichment is an equitable claim. Wynn Las Vegas LLC v. Tofani, No. 69936, 2017

WL 6541827, at *6 n. 7 (Nev. Ct. App. Dec. 14, 2017) (“An equitable claim like unjust enrichment

requires no proof whatsoever of intent or state of mind; it’s a strict liability claim based solely on

notions of equity.”); see also generally Las Vegas Fetish & Fantasy Halloween Ball, Inc. v. Ahern

Rentals, Inc., 124 Nev. 272, 274, 182 P.3d 764, 766 (2008) (referring to unjust enrichment as an

“equitable claim.”) “Nevada recognizes the general rule that an equitable claim, like unjust

enrichment, is not available where the plaintiff has a full and adequate remedy at law.” Small v.

16 Even if Nanyah invested in Eldorado, there is no corresponding guarantee that the LLC will repay the
investment. It is, after all, an investment (not a loan), and Nanyah would only be paid back if the LLC was profitable.
Nanyah has not submitted any evidence that Eldorado is a profitable entity and thus would contractually owe any
distributions or capital account repayments to Nanyah.

17 Summary Judgment Order, 5:4-9.

18 Id., 5:10-15.

19 Nanyah appears to argue that this Court’s findings and use of the term “assume” implies that there was an
obligor to Nanyah prior to the Rogich Trust. The Summary Judgment Order does not include any such implication.
However, this Court did specifically cite § 4 of the October 30, 2008 Purchase Agreement between Go Global, Huerta,
and the Rogich Trust, which states as follows: “[Go Global and Huerta], however, will not be responsible to pay the
Exhibit A Claimants their percentage or debt. This will be [the Rogich Trust’s] obligation, moving forward….” Thus,
under the plain language of the agreements, to the extent anyone was originally liable for Nanyah’s potential claim prior
to the Rogich Trust, it was Go Global and Huerta—not Eldorado. Perhaps Nanyah should have sued them.
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Univ. Med. Center of Southern Nev., 2016 WL 4157309, at *3 (D. Nev. Aug. 3, 2016) (citing In re

Wal–Mart Wage & Hour Emp't Prac. Litig., 490 F. Supp. 2d 1091, 1125 (D. Nev. 2007) (citing State

v. Second Judicial Dist. Court in & for Washoe Cty., 241 P. 317, 322 (Nev. 1925))).

Other jurisdictions are in accord:

 United States v. Bame, 721 F.3d 1025, 1031 (8th Cir. 2013) (“[I]t is the existence of an

adequate legal remedy that precludes unjust enrichment recovery.”) (interpreting Minnesota

law);

 Buckner v. Kennard, 99 P.3d 842, 857 (Utah 2004) (“[T]he general rule is that equitable

jurisdiction is precluded if the plaintiff has an adequate remedy at law and will not suffer

substantial irreparable injury.”);

 Delahunt v. Cytodyne Tech., 241 F.Supp.2d 827, 841 (S.D. Ohio 2003) (“The equitable claim

of unjust enrichment fails when a legal remedy is available.”);

 In re Managed Care Litig., 185 F.Supp.2d 1310, 1337 (S.D. Fla. 2002) (“It is blackletter law

that ‘the theory of unjust enrichment is equitable in nature and is, therefore, not available

where there is an adequate legal remedy.’”) (citation omitted).

This Court has definitively determined—via the Summary Judgment Order—that Nanyah has

an adequate contractual remedy against the Rogich Trust. Further, the subject of Nanyah’s

contractual remedy against the Rogich Trust is synonymous with Nanyah’s unjust enrichment claim

against Eldorado—i.e., the $1,500,000.00 payment. Although Nanyah may have been able to plead

and pursue alternative theories for a period of time, once this Court determined that there is a valid

contract obligating the Rogich Trust to Nanyah for the $1,500,000.00 payment, Nanyah’s ability to

seek equitable relief was permanently foreclosed. See Maintenance Enterprises, LLC v. Orascom

E&C USA, Case No. 3:16-cv-00014-SMR-CFB, 2017 WL 6997892, at *3 (S.D. Iowa Nov. 13,

2017) (“MEI’s claim for unjust enrichment against Iowa Fertilizer is indeed precluded because MEI

has an adequate remedy at law against OEC for breach of contract.”). Therefore, Nanyah’s SJ

Motion should be denied.
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D. Nanyah Waived and Abandoned Its Implied-in-Fact Contract Claim by Voluntarily
Omitting It From Its Amended Complaint.

Nanyah’s SJ Motion seeks summary judgment on a claim that does not exist—breach of an

implied-in-fact contract. As explained above, Nanyah initially filed claims against Eldorado for

unjust enrichment and breach of implied agreement.20 After Eldorado filed a Motion to Dismiss

addressing both claims, Nanyah filed an Amended Complaint, repleading its unjust enrichment claim

(alleging that Eldorado was responsible for returning its $1,500,000.00 investment) and omitting the

breach of implied agreement claim.21 When Nanyah voluntarily omitted its implied-in-fact contract

claim from its Amended Complaint back in 2013, that claim was waived and abandoned as a

matter of law. See Washington Gas Light Co. v. Prince George's Cnty. Council Sitting as Dist.

Council, 784 F.Supp.2d 565, 571 (D.Md.2011) (“If an amended complaint omits claims from the

original complaint, the plaintiff thereby waives or abandons the original claims.”) (citing Young v.

City of Mount Rainer, 238 F.3d 567, 573 (4th Cir.2001)); see also Oregon Teamster Employers

Trust v. Hillsboro Garbage Disposal, Inc., No. 3:11-cv-01487-ST, 2013 WL 2423795, at *3 (D. Or.

June 4, 2013) (“Plaintiff, however, previously included a claim for fraudulent misrepresentation in

its Amended Complaint and later chose to omit that claim from its Second Amended Complaint.

Justice does not require that the Court provide Plaintiff with an opportunity to re-plead

a claim that Plaintiff has previously elected to abandon.”) (emphasis added).

Now, approximately two months before trial, well past the deadline to amend pleadings, and

well past the close of discovery, Nanyah seeks summary judgment regarding a claim that was

abandoned and waived over five years ago. Suffice it to say that summary judgment cannot be

entered on a contractual claim that was abandoned and waived. Further, any reference to N.R.C.P.

15(b) and N.R.C.P. 54(c) is meaningless because those rules do not apply at the summary judgment

stage.22 See Crawford v. Gould, 56 F.3d 1162, 1168 (9th Cir. 1995); Bullard v. Wastequip Manuf.

20 Compl., 7:18-9:2, filed July 31, 2013.

21 See generally Am. Compl., Case No. A-13-686303-C, filed Oct. 21, 2013.

22 Although Nanyah did raise this implied-in-fact contract theory in prior summary judgment and motion in limine
briefing in 2018, Eldorado repeatedly objected to any such claim going forward. In fact, on October 29, 2018, Eldorado
filed a Notice of Non-Consent to Nanyah Vegas, LLC’s Unpleaded Implied-in-Fact Contract Theory, explaining that
Eldorado does not explicitly or implicitly consent (as required under N.R.C.P. 15(b)) to any such claim going forward at
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Co. LLC, Case No. CV 14-01309-MMM (SSx), 2015 WL 12766467, at *12 n. 82 (C.D. Cal. Apr.

14, 2015) (“Indeed, Rule 15(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure does not permit amendment

of a complaint to conform to evidence presented at the summary judgment stage. It only applies to

amendment of the complaint at trial.”); Champion Foodservice, LLC v. Vista Food Exchange, Inc.,

Case No. 1:13-cv-1195, 2016 WL 4468001, at *19 (N.D. Ohio Aug. 24, 2016) (“The Court agrees

that it is not appropriate to use Rule 15(b)(2), which provides for amendment of pleadings during

and after trial, to obtain an amendment to conform to evidence on summary judgment.”).23 Nor

should N.R.C.P. 15(b) and N.R.C.P. 54(c) apply to claims that have already been waived and

abandoned over five years ago. Therefore, Nanyah’s SJ Motion should be denied.

E. Nanyah Has Not Shown An Implied-In-Fact Contract With Eldorado.

Even assuming this Court permits Nanyah to proceed on a claim it already abandoned and

waived, the fact remains that Nanyah failed to prove an implied-in-fact contract with Eldorado. “To

find a contract implied-in-fact, the fact-finder must conclude that the parties intended to contract and

promises were exchanged, the general obligations for which must be sufficiently clear.” Certified

Fire Prot., 128 Nev. at 380, 283 P.3d at 256 (2012). The obligations which supposedly comprise

this implied-in-fact contract between Eldorado and Nanyah are a mystery. In particular, what

“membership interest” did Nanyah supposedly contract to receive for its $1,500,000.00 investment?

What percentage of Eldorado was Nanyah contractually entitled to own? Would that membership

interest reduce Go Global’s or the Rogich Trust’s existing membership interest, and if so, by how

much? Would Nanyah have voting rights? Would Nanyah have managerial rights? Would Nanyah

be bound by the Operating Agreement? Would Nanyah have an obligation to comply with capital

calls?

Nanyah’s SJ Motion does not include any admissible evidence from Nanyah or from

Eldorado, the two supposed parties to this alleged implied-in-fact contract. Mr. Harlap—Nanyah’s

trial. (Eldorado Hills, LLC’s Notice of Non-Consent to Nanyah Vegas, LLC’s Unpleaded Implied-in-Fact Contract
Theory, filed Oct. 29, 2018.)

23 Federal cases interpreting rules of civil procedure are persuasive authority in Nevada courts. Exec. Mgmt. Ltd.
v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 118 Nev. 46, 53, 38 P.3d 872, 876 (2002) (citing Las Vegas Novelty v. Fernandez, 106 Nev. 113,
119, 787 P.2d 772, 776 (1990)).
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sole principal—has not provided a declaration or any testimony to prove up this supposed contract.

And nothing in the Summary Judgment Order supports the existence of the terms of an implied-in-

fact contract between Nanyah and Eldorado. Without any proof that these obligations were

discussed and agreed upon, there is not nearly enough certainty or detail to conceive an implied-in-

fact contract for an investment in an LLC. See id. (“There are simply too many gaps to fill in the

asserted contract for quantum meruit to take hold.”). Thus, Nanyah’s SJ Motion should be denied.

F. Nanyah Also Has Statute of Limitations Defenses That Mandate Denial of Nanyah’s SJ
Motion.

On May 22, 2018, this Court entered an Order Partially Granting Summary Judgment. This

Court found that some of Nanyah’s claims (i.e., fraudulent transfer, constructive trust) were barred

by the applicable statute of limitations. With respect to Nanyah’s remaining claims in this case,

including its unjust enrichment claim against Eldorado, this Court held there were genuine issues of

material fact with respect to the applicable statute of limitations.24 Nothing has changed since that

Order. Because the Court believes there are genuine issues of material fact with respect to

Eldorado’s statute of limitations defenses, Nanyah’s SJ Motion should be denied.25

IV. CONCLUSION

Nanyah’s SJ Motion is based on misrepresentations of this Court’s Summary Judgment

Order. This Court never made any findings of fact or conclusions of law that would warrant

summary judgment in Nanyah’s favor against Eldorado on any claim, let alone the sole claim

Nanyah actually pled in this case (unjust enrichment). Quite to the contrary, the Summary Judgment

Order definitely shows that Nanyah has an adequate contractual remedy at law “solely” against the

Rogich Trust. Therefore, its equitable claim of unjust enrichment against Eldorado is barred as a

matter of law. For that reason, as well as all the other reasons set forth above, Nanyah’s SJ Motion

should be denied.

24 See generally Order Partially Granting Summary Judgment, filed May 22, 2018.

25 Eldorado incorporates by reference the entirety of its prior briefing on its Joinder to Motion for Summary
Judgment, filed on March 5, 2018, and its Reply in Support of Joinder to Motion for Summary Judgment, filed on April
11, 2018.
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DATED this 15th day of February, 2019.

BAILEYKENNEDY

By: /s/ Joseph A. Liebman
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Attorneys for Defendant
ELDORADO HILLS, LLC
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that I am an employee of BAILEYKENNEDY and that on the 15th day of

February, 2019, service of the foregoing DEFENDANT ELDORADO HILLS, LLC’S

OPPOSITION TO NANYAH VEGAS, LLC’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was

made by mandatory electronic service through the Eighth Judicial District Court’s electronic filing

system and/or by depositing a true and correct copy in the U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, and

addressed to the following at their last known address:

MARK G. SIMONS, ESQ.
SIMONS LAW, PC
6490 So. McCarran Blvd., #20
Reno, NV 89509

Email: mark@mgsimonslaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
NANYAH VEGAS, LLC

SAMUEL S. LIONEL, ESQ.
BRENOCH WIRTHLIN, ESQ.
FENNEMORE CRAIG, P.C.
300 S. Fourth Street, Suite 1400
Las Vegas, NV 89101

Email: slionel@fclaw.com
bwirthlin@fclaw.com

Attorneys for Defendant
SIG ROGICH aka SIGMUND
ROGICH, Individually and as
Trustee of THE ROGICH FAMILY
IRREVOCABLE TRUST, and
IMITATIONS, LLC

MICHAEL V. CRISTALLI

JANIECE S. MARSHALL

GENTILE CRISTALLI MILLER
ARMENI SAVARESE
410 South Rampart Blvd., Suite 420
Las Vegas, NV 89145

Email: mcristalli@gcmaslaw.com
jmarshall@gcmaslaw.com

Attorneys for Defendants
SIG ROGICH aka SIGMUND
ROGICH as Trustee of THE
ROGICH FAMILY
IRREVOCABLE TRUST

/s/ Sharon L. Murnane
Employee of BAILEYKENNEDY
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DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

CARLOS A. HUERTA, an individual;
CARLOS A. HUERTA as Trustee of THE
ALEXANDER CHRISTOPHER TRUST, a
Trust established in Nevada as assignee of
interests of GO GLOBAL, INC., a Nevada
Corporation; NANYAH VEGAS, LLC, A
Nevada limited liability company,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

SIG ROGICH aka SIGMUND ROGICH as
Trustee of The Rogich Family Irrevocable
Trust; ELDORADO HILLS, LLC, a Nevada
limited liability company; DOES I-X; and/or
ROE CORPORATIONS I-X, inclusive,

Defendants.
_______________________________________
NANYAH VEGAS, LLC, a Nevada limited
liability company,

Plaintiff,
vs.

TELD, LLC, a Nevada limited liability
company; PETER ELIADES, individually and
as Trustee of The Eliades Survivor Trust of
10/30/08; SIGMUND ROGICH, individually
and as Trustee of The Rogich Family
Irrevocable Trust; IMITATIONS, LLC, a
Nevada limited liability company; DOES I-X;
and/or ROE CORPORATIONS I-X, inclusive,

Defendants.

Case No. A-13-686303-C
Dept. No. XXVII

DEFENDANTS PETER ELIADES,
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS TRUSTEE OF
THE ELIADES SURVIVOR TRUST OF
10/30/08, AND TELD, LLC’S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Hearing Date:
Hearing Time:

CONSOLIDATED WITH:

Case No. A-16-746239-C

MSJD (CIV)
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

Nevada Bar No. 1462
JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Nevada Bar No. 10125
BAILEYKENNEDY
8984 Spanish Ridge Avenue
Las Vegas, Nevada 89148-1302
Telephone: 702.562.8820
Facsimile: 702.562.8821
DKennedy@BaileyKennedy.com
JLiebman@BaileyKennedy.com

Attorneys for Defendants PETE ELIADES, THE
ELIADES SURVIVOR TRUST OF 10/30/08,
TELD, LLC and ELDORADO HILLS, LLC

Case Number: A-13-686303-C

Electronically Filed
6/1/2018 5:44 PM
Steven D. Grierson
CLERK OF THE COURT
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DEFENDANTS PETER ELIADES, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS TRUSTEE OF THE
ELIADES SURVIVOR TRUST OF 10/30/08, AND TELD, LLC’S MOTION FOR

SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Pursuant to N.R.C.P. 56, Defendants Peter Eliades, individually (“Eliades”) and as Trustee of

The Eliades Survivor Trust of 10/30/08 (the “Eliades Trust”), and Teld, LLC (“Teld”) (collectively,

the “Eliades Defendants”) move for summary judgment dismissing the following claims for relief

brought by Nanyah Vegas, LLC (“Nanyah”):

 First Claim for Relief – Breach of Contract against Teld and Eliades;

 Second Claim for Relief – Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing

against Teld and Eliades;

 Third Claim for Relief – Tortious Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair

Dealing against Teld and Eliades;

 Sixth Claim for Relief – Conspiracy against Teld, Eliades, and the Eliades Trust;

 Eighth Claim for Relief – Declaratory Relief against Teld, Eliades, and the Eliades Trust;

 Ninth Claim for Relief – Specific Performance against Teld, Eliades, and the Eliades Trust.

This Motion for Summary Judgment is based on the following Memorandum of Points and

Authorities, the exhibits attached hereto, and any oral argument heard by the Court.

DATED this 1st day of June, 2018.

BAILEYKENNEDY

By: /s/ Joseph A. Liebman
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Attorneys for Defendants
PETE ELIADES, THE ELIADES
SURVIVOR TRUST OF 10/30/08, TELD,
LLC and ELDORADO HILLS, LLC
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NOTICE OF HEARING

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the foregoing Motion for Summary Judgment will come on

for hearing before the Court on the ______ day of _____________, 2018, at the hour of ____:____

__.M., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard in Dept. XXVII, at the Regional Justice Center,

200 Lewis Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada 89155.

DATED this 1st day of June, 2018.

BAILEYKENNEDY

By: /s/ Joseph A. Liebman
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Attorneys for Defendants
PETE ELIADES, THE ELIADES
SURVIVOR TRUST OF 10/30/08, TELD,
LLC and ELDORADO HILLS, LLC

MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanyah sued the Eliades Defendants because they are a deep pocket, not because they

actually did anything wrong. Nanyah dragged them into this lawsuit based on an alleged investment

in 2007 even though the Eliades Defendants did not have any involvement with Eldorado Hills,

LLC (“Eldorado”) until October of 2008. In fact, the Eliades Trust did not become an Eldorado

member until 2012.1 Further, Nanyah’s contract claims are based on agreements which do not

obligate the Eliades Defendants to do anything for Nanyah’s benefit. On the contrary, those very

agreements confirm that the Eliades Defendants are not responsible for any aspect of Nanyah’s

claim. As a matter of law, Nanyah cannot sue the Eliades Defendants as a supposed third-party

beneficiary of those agreements.

The Eliades Defendants also do not have any tort liability. Nanyah’s tortious implied

1 Nanyah’s claims and allegations that the Eliades Trust participated in some sort of fraudulent transfer in 2012
has already been dismissed by this Court via summary judgment.

05          JULY                           10:30A
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covenant claim fails because there is no evidence of a special relationship between Nanyah and the

Eliades Defendants, nor is there evidence of “grievous and perfidious misconduct.” Further, these

agreements cannot create a tort claim when they strictly preclude a contract claim. Nanyah’s civil

conspiracy claim is barred by the intra-corporate conspiracy doctrine as a matter of law, because

Eliades and Rogich cannot conspire with each other as Eldorado co-agents. Likewise, Nanyah’s

civil conspiracy claim fails due to the lack of an underlying tort.

Finally, Nanyah cannot prove its alleged damages when it has failed to comply with N.R.C.P.

16.1(a)(1)(C) and failed to provide any evidence showing the alleged value of an Eldorado

membership interest. For the foregoing reasons, Nanyah’s claims against the Eliades Defendants

have no merit, and summary judgment should be entered dismissing them with prejudice.

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Nanyah’s Claims Against the Eliades Defendants.

On November 4, 2016, Nanyah filed a Complaint against Sigmund Rogich, individually

(“Rogich”) and as Trustee of the Rogich Family Irrevocable Trust (the “Rogich Trust”), Imitations,

LLC (“Imitations”) (collectively, the “Rogich Defendants”), and the Eliades Defendants.2 In sum

and substance, Nanyah alleges that it invested $1,500,000.00 for a membership interest in Eldorado

which it never received.3 Notably, this investment supposedly occurred in December of 2007, ten

months before Teld became an Eldorado member and over four years before the Eliades Trust

became an Eldorado member.4

The majority of Nanyah’s remaining claims for relief are contractual. Nanyah alleges that it

is a third-party beneficiary of various agreements that were executed on or around October 30, 2008,

which supposedly memorialize its $1,500,000.00 investment in Eldorado.5 Based on this theory,

Nanyah sued some or all of the Eliades Defendants, among others, for: (1) breach of contract; (2)

2 (See generally Compl., filed Nov. 4, 2016.) This Complaint was later consolidated with Nanyah’s earlier
lawsuit against Eldorado Hills, LLC, Case No. A-13-686303-C. The sole claim remaining in that action (unjust
enrichment) is the subject of a separate Motion for Summary Judgment.

3 See generally id.

4 Id., ¶¶ 15-17, 38.

5 See generally id.
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breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing; (3) declaratory relief; and (4) specific

performance (the “Contract Claims”).6

Nanyah also sued some or all of the Eliades Defendants for various torts. Summary

judgment was recently entered against Nanyah on its claims for intentional interference with

contractual relations, fraudulent transfer, and constructive trust due to expiration of the statute of

limitations. Nanyah’s two remaining tort claims are: (1) tortious breach of the implied covenant of

good faith and fair dealing; and (2) civil conspiracy (the “Tort Claims”).7

B. The Relevant History of Eldorado.

Eldorado was formed in 2005 for the purpose of owning and developing approximately 161

acres of land near Boulder City, Nevada.8 Eldorado was originally comprised of Go Global, Inc.

(100% owned by Carlos Huerta) and the Rogich Trust.9 In 2007, Huerta contacted Nanyah to invest.

In December of 2007, Nanyah wired $1,500,000.00 into another entity’s bank account, which Huerta

eventually funneled into Eldorado’s bank account for a few days.10 At this time, the Eliades

Defendants had absolutely no involvement with Eldorado.

In October of 2008, approximately ten months later, Teld purchased a 1/3 interest in

Eldorado for $3,000,000.00.11 The Flangas Trust also purchased a 1/3 interest in Eldorado for

$3,000,000.00, which was quickly transferred to Teld when the Flangas Trust backed out of the

deal.12 Because Teld ended up with a larger percentage of Eldorado than originally contemplated, it

was later agreed that the Rogich Trust would re-acquire 6.67% of Eldorado from Teld.13 As a result,

6 Id., ¶¶ 85-99, 131-140.

7 Id., ¶¶ 100-108, 120-123.

8 Id., ¶ 9.

9 Operating Agreement, Ex. A (NAN_000544), attached as Exhibit 1-A (“The members, Go Global, Inc. and The
Rogich Family Irrevocable Trust will each hold their operating addresses as: 3980 Howard Hughes Pkwy, Suite 550, Las
Vegas, NV 89109, and will retain 50.00% of all Membership Rights, Equity, and Interests within The Company….”).

10 Huerta quickly transferred $1,420,000.00 of those funds to himself as an alleged distribution, although it was
originally characterized as a “consulting fee.” (Compl., ¶ 17.)

11 See generally Oct. 30, 2008 Teld Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-B.

12 See generally Oct. 30, 2008 Flangas Trust Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-C;
see also Nov. 2008 Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-D.

13 See generally Oct. 30, 2008 Membership Interest Assignment Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-E.
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Go Global (i.e., Huerta) no longer owned an Eldorado membership interest. These transactions were

memorialized in various written agreements, none of which included Nanyah as a party.

C. The Relevant Agreements.

Nanyah’s Contract Claims are entirely based on “the Purchase Agreement, the Membership

Interest Purchase Agreements, and the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement” (collectively,

the “Purchase Agreements”).14 Regardless of Nanyah’s arguments to the contrary, none of the

Purchase Agreements state that the Eliades Defendants agreed to pay Nanyah $1,500,000.00 or

ensure that it received an Eldorado membership interest. On the contrary, the Purchase Agreements

state that the Rogich Trust agreed to negotiate with Nanyah (amongst others) to attempt to resolve its

“potential claim.” Notably, the Rogich Trust—not Teld, Eliades, nor the Eliades Trust—agreed to

be solely responsible for Nanyah’s claim. In fact, the Purchase Agreements require the Rogich

Trust to fully defend and indemnify the Eliades Defendants with respect to any such claim.

Specifically, the Purchase Agreements state as follows:

 October 30, 2008 Purchase Agreement between Go Global, Carlos Huerta, and the Rogich

Trust:15

 “[Go Global and Huerta] owns a membership interest … in Eldorado Hills, LLC …

equal or greater than thirty-five percent and which may be as high as forty-nine and

forty-four one hundredths (49.44%) of the total ownership interests in the Company.

Such interest, as well as the ownership interest currently held by [the Rogich Trust],

may be subject to certain potential claims of those entities set forth and attached

hereto in Exhibit ‘A’ and incorporated by this reference (‘Potential Claimants’). [The

Rogich Trust] intends to negotiate such claims with [Go Global and Huerta’s]

assistance so that such claimants confirm or convert the amounts set forth beside the

name of each said claimants into non-interest bearing debt, or an equity percentage to

be determined by [the Rogich Trust] after consultation with [Go Global and Huerta]

as desired by [Go Global and Huerta], with no capital calls for monthly payments,

14 Compl., ¶ 88.

15 None of the Eliades Defendants are parties to the October 30, 2008 Purchase Agreement.
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and a distribution in respect of their claims in amounts from the one-third (1/3rd)

ownership interest in [Eldorado] retained by [the Rogich Trust].”16

 [Go Global and Huerta], however, will not be responsible to pay the Exhibit A

Claimants their percentage or debt. This will be [the Rogich Trust’s] obligation,

moving forward….”17

 October 30, 2008 Membership Interest Purchase Agreement between the Rogich Trust,

Teld, Go Global and Huerta:18

 “[The Rogich Trust] is the owner, beneficially and of record, of the Membership

Interest, free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, security agreements, equities,

options, claims, charges, and restrictions, and [Teld] will receive at Closing good and

absolute title thereto free of any liens, charges or encumbrances thereon.”19

 “[The Rogich Trust] shall defend, indemnify, and hold [Teld] harmless from any and

all the claims of Eddyline Investments, LLC, Ray Family Trust, Nanyah Vegas, LLC,

and Antonio Nevada, LLC, each of whom invested or otherwise advanced the funds,

plus certain possible claimed accrued interest.”20

 “It is the current intention of [the Rogich Trust] that such amounts be confirmed or

converted to debt, with no obligation to participate in capital calls or monthly

payments, a pro-rata distribution at such time as [Eldorado’s] real property is sold or

otherwise disposed of. Regardless of whether this intention is realized, [the Rogich

Trust] shall remain solely responsible for any claims by the above referenced

entities set forth in this section above.”21

 “The ‘pro-rata distributions’ hereinabove referenced shall mean equal one-third

16 October 30, 2008 Purchase Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-F, Recital A (emphasis added).

17 Id., § 4 (emphasis added).

18 The Eliades Trust is not a party to the October 30, 2008 Membership Interest Purchase Agreement. Further,
Eliades was only a limited party for the sole purpose of guaranteeing Eldorado’s pending bank loan. (Ex. 1-B, § 8(b).)

19 Id., § 4(a) (emphasis added).

20 Id., § 8(c) (emphasis added).

21 Id., § 8(c)(i) (emphasis added).
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shares pursuant to the ownership set forth in Section 3 above, provided, that any

amounts owing to those entities set forth on Exhibit ‘D,’ or who shall otherwise claim

an ownership interest based upon contributions or advances directly or indirectly to

[Eldorado] made prior to the date of this agreement, shall be satisfied solely by [the

Rogich Trust].”22

 “The parties agree that [the Rogich Trust] may transfer [the Rogich Trust’s]

ownership interest in [Eldorado] to one or more of the entities set forth in Exhibit ‘D’

to satisfy any claims such entity may have.”23

 “[The Rogich Trust] confirms that certain amounts have been advanced to or on

behalf of [Eldorado Hills] by certain third parties, as referenced in Section 8 of the

Agreement. [The Rogich Trust] shall endeavor to convert the amounts advanced into

non-interest bearing promissory notes for which [the Rogich Trust] shall be

responsible. Regardless of whether the amounts are so converted, [the Rogich Trust]

shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless [Eldorado] and its members for any

claims by the parties listed below, and any other party claiming interest in [Eldorado]

as a result of transactions prior to the date of this Agreement against [Eldorado] or its

Members. …

3. Nanyah Vegas, LLC (through Canamex Nevada, LLC) $1,500,000.00.”24

 October 30, 2008 Amended and Restated Operating Agreement between the Rogich Trust,

the Flangas Trust, and Teld:25

 “The Rogich Trust will retain a one-third (1/3rd) ownership interest in [Eldorado]

(subject to certain possible dilution or other indemnification responsibilities assumed

by the Rogich Trust in the Purchase Documents).”26

22 Id., § 8(c)(ii) (emphasis added).

23 Id., § 8(g).

24 Id., Exhibit D (emphasis added).

25 Eliades and the Eliades Trust are not parties to the Amended and Restated Operating Agreement. (Am. and
Restated Op. Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-G.)

26 Id., Recital B (emphasis added).
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 “The Rogich trust shall indemnify and hold the Flangas Trust and Teld harmless from

and against the claims of any individuals or entities claiming to be entitled to a share

of profits and losses other than the Rogich Trust, the Flangas Trust and Teld, so as not

to diminish the one-third (1/3rd) participation in profits and losses by each of the

Flangas Trust and Teld.”27

 January 1, 2012 Membership Interest Assignment Agreement between the Rogich Trust

and the Eliades Trust:28

 “Rogich has acquired a forty percent (40%) interest in Eldorado Hills, LLC, a Nevada

limited-liability company … as of the date hereof… (Within the Rogich 40% is a

potential 1.12% interest of other holders not of formal record with Eldorado).”29

 “Rogich has not, other than as previously stated, transferred, sold, conveyed or

encumbered any of his Forty Percent (40%) to any other person or entity prior to this

Agreement, except for the potential claims of .95% held by The Robert Ray Family

Trust and .17% held by Eddyline Investments, L.L.C.”30

D. Nanyah’s Alleged Damages.

On April 21, 2017, Nanyah served its initial disclosures pursuant to N.R.C.P. 16.1. With

respect to Nanyah’s damages disclosure, Nanyah stated the following:

See Damages identified in Nanyah’s Complaint. As interest is
continuing to accrue, Nanyah will supplement its damage calculation on
appropriate intervals.31

Notably, the only “damages” mentioned in Nanyah’s Complaint are the boilerplate $10,000.00

allegations required for subject matter jurisdiction.32 Nanyah never supplemented its damages

disclosure throughout this litigation. Nanyah never provided any calculations or evidence

showing the alleged value of Nanyah’s supposed membership interest in Eldorado. Nanyah never

27 Id., § 4.1(a).

28 Membership Interest Assignment Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-H.

29 Id., Recital A.

30 Id., § 3(c).

31 Nanyah Vegas, LLC’s NRCP 16.1 Case Conference Production, attached as Exhibit 2.

32 See, e.g., Compl., ¶¶ 93, 99.
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provided any information regarding the alleged amount or theory of damages for the various

Contract Claims and Tort Claims it asserted against the Eliades Defendants.

III. ARGUMENT

A. Legal Standard.

“Summary judgment is appropriate and ‘shall be rendered forthwith’ when the pleadings and

other evidence on file demonstrate that no ‘genuine issue as to any material fact [remains] and that

the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.’” Wood v. Safeway, Inc., 121 Nev.

724, 729, 121 P.3d 1026, 1029 (2005) (quoting N.R.C.P. 56(c)). “[T]he non-moving party must, by

competent evidence, produce specific facts that demonstrate the presence of a genuine issue for

trial.” Elizabeth E. v. ADT Sec. Sys. W., Inc., 108 Nev. 889, 892, 839 P.2d 1308, 1310 (1992). The

non-moving party’s burden must be borne on each and every element of its claims for relief;

“[w]here an essential element of a claim for relief is absent, the facts, disputed or otherwise, as to

other elements are rendered immaterial and summary judgment is proper.” Barmettler v. Reno Air,

Inc., 114 Nev. 441, 446-47, 956 P.2d 1382, 1386 (1998).

B. The Eliades Defendants Do Not Owe Any Contractual Duties to Nanyah as an Alleged
Third-Party Beneficiary to the Purchase Agreements.

Nanyah’s third-party beneficiary theory is comparable to the failed third-party beneficiary

argument in Lipshie v. Tracy Inv. Co., 93 Nev. 370, 566 P.2d 819 (1977). Although there was an

agreement whereby one party (Bonanza No. 2) agreed to pay a debt to Norman Lipshie, the other

contracting party (Tracy Investment Company) did not agree to assume any such debt. Notably, in

rejecting the third-party beneficiary claim against Tracy, the Court stated as follows:

Here, although Appellant was mentioned in the agreement and he would
indeed receive a benefit, there was no promise, at least on the part of Tracy,
to satisfy his indebtedness. The agreement between Tracy and Wolf
provides only that the obligation of Bonanza to Lipshie for the amount of
the extraordinary loan would survive the bankruptcy proceedings. The
matter of negotiations between Tracy and Wolf, the intent of the parties,
and the tenor of the agreement make it plain that Tracy did not assume, or
intend to assume, any obligation to Lipshie.

Id. at 379-380, 566 P.2d at 825 (emphasis added).
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The Eliades Defendants are in a similar posture to Tracy. Nanyah cannot point to any

language within the Purchase Agreements (or any other written agreement) which shows that any of

the Eliades Defendants owed any sort of contractual obligation to Nanyah. On the contrary, the

Purchase Agreements merely state that the Rogich Trust would negotiate with Nanyah (amongst

others) to attempt to resolve its claim. Notably, the Rogich Trust—not Teld, Eliades, or the Eliades

Trust—agreed to be responsible for Nanyah’s potential claim.33 Even Nanyah admits that its

Eldorado membership interest was supposed to come from the Rogich Trust.34 As a matter of law,

the Eliades Defendants do not owe any contractual obligations to Nanyah as a third-party

beneficiary. Accordingly, summary judgment should be entered, dismissing all of the Contract

Claims against the Eliades Defendants.35

C. Summary Judgment Should be Entered Against Nanyah on its Tort Claims.

1. Nanyah’s Tortious Implied Covenant Claim is Missing Many Required Elements.

A claim for tortious breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing only arises

if there is a “special relationship” between the parties. State, Univ. and Comm. Coll. Sys. v. Sutton,

120 Nev. 972, 989, 103 P.3d 8, 19 (2004). Further, the plaintiff must prove that the alleged

tortfeasor engaged in “‘grievous and perfidious misconduct.’” Id. (citation omitted). A tortious

implied covenant claim will only arise in “rare and exceptional circumstances.” Ins. Co. of the West

v. Gibson Tile Co., Inc., 122 Nev. 455, 461, 134 P.3d 698, 702 (2006) (citation omitted).

There is no basis for any sort of special relationship between Nanyah and the Eliades

Defendants. Nanyah’s principal, Yoav Harlap, testified that he has never even spoken with

Eliades.36 The Eliades Defendants had absolutely no involvement with Eldorado when Nanyah

33 See, e.g., Ex. 1-B, § 8(c)(i).

34 Nanyah’s Opp’n to Mot. for S. Judg., 18:17-20, filed March 19, 2018 (“Based on the terms of the original
Purchase Agreement, the Membership Interest Purchase Agreements and the Eldorado Amended Operating Agreement,
Nanyah’s membership interest would come from part of the Rogich Trust’s membership interest rather than Eldorado
issuing an additional membership interest.”) (emphasis added).

35 Because Nanyah’s implied covenant claim is identical to its breach of contract claim, (compare Compl., ¶ 92
with ¶ 97), summary judgment should be entered on those grounds as well. See Shaw v. CitiMortgage, Inc., 201
F.Supp.3d 1222, 1252 (D. Nev. 2016) (“It is well established that a claim alleging breach of the implied covenants of
good faith and fair dealing cannot be based on the same conduct establishing a separately pled breach of contract
claim.”) (citations omitted).

36 Dep. Trans. of Yoav Harlap, 32:22-23, attached as Exhibit 3.
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provided its $1,500,000.00 to Huerta. Likewise, there is no evidence of any “grievous or perfidious

misconduct” by any of the Eliades Defendants that would permit Nanyah to pursue the “rare and

exceptional” claim of a tortious breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

Further, “the implied covenant or duty of good faith and fair dealing does not create rights or

duties beyond those agreed to by the parties.” 17A C.J.S. Contracts § 437. Nanyah cannot seek tort

liability based on the Purchase Agreements because there is nothing within those agreements which

imposes any sort of obligation on the Eliades Defendants for Nanyah’s benefit. On the contrary, the

Purchase Agreements reiterate over and over again that only the Rogich Trust is responsible for

Nanyah’s potential investment. Accordingly, summary judgment should be entered dismissing

Nanyah’s tortious implied covenant claim against the Eliades Defendants.

2. Nanyah’s Civil Conspiracy Claim is Barred by the Intra-Corporate Conspiracy
Doctrine and the Lack of an Underlying Tort.

“Agents and employees of a corporation cannot conspire with their corporate principal or

employer where they act in their official capacities on behalf of the corporation and not as

individuals for their individual advantage.” Collins v. Union Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 99 Nev. 284,

303, 662 P.2d 610, 622 (1983).

Nanyah alleges that various owners/agents of Eldorado Hills (e.g., Teld, the Rogich Trust,

the Eliades Trust) conspired with one another in order to prohibit Nanyah from receiving its

membership interest. All of these conspiracy allegations relate back to two individuals making

decisions on behalf of Eldorado—Eliades and Rogich. In other words, Nanyah is alleging that

Eldorado conspired with itself. Therefore, there is no “combination of two or more persons,” a

necessary element for a civil conspiracy claim.

Further, “[c]ivil conspiracy requires the existence of an underlying tort.” Markey v. Bank of

Am., N.A., 2012 WL 3317789, at *3 (D. Nev. Aug. 10, 2012). Nanyah’s Complaint fails to identify

any alleged tort supporting its conspiracy claim.37 For the reasons stated above, Nanyah’s last

remaining tort claim (tortious implied covenant claim) must be dismissed. Without an underlying

37 Compl., ¶¶ 120-123.
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tort to support the conspiracy claim, it fails as a matter of law. Accordingly, summary judgment

should be entered dismissing all the Tort Claims.

D. Nanyah Cannot Prove its Alleged Damages.

[A] party must, without awaiting a discovery request, provide to other
parties … [a] computation of any category of damages claimed by the
disclosing party making available for inspection and copying as under
Rule 34 the documents or other evidentiary matter, not privileged or
protected from disclosure, on which such computation is based,
including materials bearing on the nature and extent of injuries suffered.

N.R.C.P. 16.1(a)(1)(C). “[T]he ‘category of damages’ disclosure requires more than a list of the

broad types of damages.” Olaya v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 2:11-cv-997-KJD-CWH, 2012 WL

3262875, at *2 (D. Nev. Aug. 7, 2012).38 This rule also “‘requires more than merely setting forth

the figure demanded.’” Max Impact, LLC v. Sherwood Group, Inc., No. 09 Civ. 902(JGK)(HBP),

2014 WL 902649, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. March 7, 2014) (citations omitted); accord CCR/AG Showcase

Phase 1 Owner, L.L.C. v. United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., No. 2:08-cv-00984-RCJ-GWF, 2010

WL 1947016, at *5 (D. Nev. May 13, 2010) (“[T]he word ‘computation’ contemplates some analysis

beyond merely setting forth a lump sum amount for a claimed element of damages.”) (citation

omitted).

Nanyah failed to comply with N.R.C.P. 16.1(a)(1)(C). Its disclosures do not contain any

information or evidence relating to Nanyah’s alleged damages. As a result, Nanyah does not have

any admissible evidence to prove its alleged damages. For example, it has not disclosed any

evidence or expert testimony which would show the value of Nanyah’s supposed membership

interest in Eldorado. It has not disclosed the percentage of the membership interest to which it

believes it is entitled, and how that amount was calculated. The mere fact that Nanyah invested

$1,500,000.00 does not mean it has $1,500,000.00 in damages. Issuance of a membership interest in

a corporate entity does not guarantee repayment of the investment, especially if Eldorado is

unsuccessful. As stated in the Operating Agreement at the time of Nanyah’s alleged investment:

38 Federal cases interpreting rules of civil procedure are persuasive authority in Nevada courts. Exec. Mgmt. Ltd.
v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 118 Nev. 46, 53, 38 P.3d 872, 876 (2002) (citing Las Vegas Novelty v. Fernandez, 106 Nev. 113,
119, 787 P.2d 772, 776 (1990)).
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Each Member shall look solely to the Property of the Company for the
return of his investment, and if the Property remaining after the payment
or discharge of the debts and liabilities of the Company is insufficient
to return the investment of each Member, such Member shall have no
recourse against the Company [or] any other Member, or their
employees and agents for indemnification, contribution, or
reimbursement.39

Members were only entitled to share in the “income, gains, losses, deductions, credit, or similar

items of, and to receive Distributions from, the Company….”40 Further, they were obligated to

make the following investment representation and warranty:

Economic Risk. By reason of each Member’s business and financial
experience, each Member has the capacity to protect such Member’s
interests in connection with the purchase of such Member’s Units and
can bear the economic risk of such Member’s proposed investment,
including the loss of the entire amount of the investment.41

Without admissible evidence supporting the value of Eldorado’s supposed right to a membership

interest, the percentage amount of that membership interest, and that it would have actually been a

successful investment, all of Nanyah’s claims (with the exception of declaratory relief and specific

performance) fail as a matter of law.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, summary judgment should be entered against Nanyah and in favor

of the Eliades Defendants with respect to the Contract Claims and Tort Claims.

DATED this 1st day of June, 2018.

BAILEYKENNEDY

By: /s/ Joseph A. Liebman
DENNIS L. KENNEDY

JOSEPH A. LIEBMAN

Attorneys for Defendants
PETE ELIADES, THE ELIADES
SURVIVOR TRUST OF 10/30/08, TELD,
LLC and ELDORADO HILLS, LLC

39 Operating Agreement, attached as Exhibit 1-I, § 12.3

40 Id., §§ 2.18; 9.1; 17.12.

41 Id., § 17.5 (emphasis added).
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that I am an employee of BAILEYKENNEDY and that on the 1st day of June,

2018, service of the foregoing DEFENDANTS PETER ELIADES, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS

TRUSTEE OF THE ELIADES SURVIVOR TRUST OF 10/30/08, AND TELD, LLC’S

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT was made by mandatory electronic service through the

Eighth Judicial District Court’s electronic filing system and/or by depositing a true and correct copy

in the U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid, and addressed to the following at their last known

address:

MARK G. SIMONS, ESQ.
SIMONS LAW, PC
6490 So. McCarran Blvd., #20
Reno, NV 89509

Email: mark@mgsimonslaw.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff
NANYAH VEGAS, LLC

SAMUEL S. LIONEL, ESQ.
FENNEMORE CRAIG, P.C.
300 S. Fourth Street, Suite 1400
Las Vegas, NV 89101

Email: slionel@fclaw.com

Attorneys for Defendant
SIG ROGICH aka SIGMUND
ROGICH, Individually and as
Trustee of THE ROGICH FAMILY
IRREVOCABLE TRUST, and
IMITATIONS, LLC

CHARLES E. (“CJ”) BARNABI JR.
COHEN JOHNSON PARKER
EDWARDS
375 E. Warm Springs Road, Suite 104
Las Vegas, NV 89119

Email: cj@cohenjohnson.com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
CARLOS A. HUERTA,
individually and as Trustee of THE
ALEXANDER CHRISTOPHER
TRUST, and GO GLOBAL, INC.

/s/ Sharon L. Murnane
Employee of BAILEYKENNEDY



EXHIBIT B



Case Number: A-13-686303-C

Electronically Filed
6/19/2018 12:16 PM
Steven D. Grierson
CLERK OF THE COURT
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